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ABSTRACT

The effect of additional exploration on competence was

investigated by examining differences in performance on

three mastery motivation tasks between two groups of
l8-month-old chirdren. A difference score was derived from

performance measures taken during a pre-test. and post-test.

in the mastery motivation session. Additionar measures

obtained dur ing t.he mastery motivation session included

duration of on-task behaviour o most prominent type of
exploration, and qual ity of exploration. Over al I

competence bras obtained from the Bayley scales of rnfant
Development (BSID).

Thirty-six l8-month-old children participated in the

study, Children rrrere r andomly assígned to e ither an

experimental or control group" The BSrD was administered

to the child during a home visit" Subsequent. to this, the

child vras given three tasks: probrem sorving (mazes)u fine
motor (pegs ) r and form discr imination ( forms ) dur ing a

taped laboratory session.

Results indicated that. the initial competence Ievel was

higher for the exper imental than the control group.

Contrary to what was expected, the control group showed a

greater increment in competence than did the experimental
group on the mastery tasks. Analysis of exploratory
behaviour and on-task t.imes revealed no significant group
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differences.

Analyses of t.ask differences indicated a greater

increment in compeLenceu longer on-task times, and a higher

type of explorat.ory behaviour on the maze than on the peg

and form tasks"

Suggestions for further research include developing a

procedure that is child-based rather than time-based, and

finding a cleaner nethod of separat.ing indices of

competence from indices of mastery motivation. child
behaviour during a mastery session should be transcribed to

include the type of behaviour o and the sequence of

behaviour.
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CHAPÎER T

Historv of Theories of Motivation

The evolution of motivation theories has been strongly
influenced by trends evident in the field of psychology as

a whole, BoIles (1975) suggests that. "moLivation seems to

be neither a fact of experience nor a fact of behaviouro

but rather an idea or concept we introduce when we

under take to expl a in be hav iour " . Generally speaking,

theor ies of motivation appear to fall into two broad

categories reflecting either an intrinsic or an extrinsic
or ientation" Theories with an extrinsic orientation, such

as the mechanistic drive-reduction theory proposed by Hull
(1943), reflect the belief that motivating agencies (known

as dr ives ) are governed by rewards external to the

organism. Theor ies based on the concept of intr insic
motivationn on the other hand, have been conceptualized in

an attempt to account for behaviours that appear to be

energized by forces intrinsic to the organism. One of the

behaviours identif ied as an indicat.or of intr insÍc

motivation is exploration" In his cr itical paper r

Motivation Reconsidered: the concept of competence, Robert

úühite ( 1959 ) attempts to provide a new direction in

motivation theory by challenging proponent.s of dr ive

theories as well as those of instinct theories including

Freud¡s. The purpose of this literature review is to

outline the relevant theories that have led to the



development of White ¡ s concept. of mot.ivation and the

importance that exploration has played as a factor to be

explained in the motivational literature. Influences upon

the direction of study in the area of motivation can be

traced as far back as the. Iate 1800¡s. In his worku

Descent of Man ( 1896 ), Darwin presented a theory of

continuity between man and animal that changed the history

of psychology (hle iner , 1973 ) , The impor tance of Darwinrs

work Èo the development of psychological theory has been

summar izeö by Atkinson ( 1964 ) . He pointed out three

premises evident in Darwin ¡ s theory that inf l-uenced the

course of psychology: t.he af f irmation of intell igence in

animalsi acknowLedgement of individual differences in an

organismus capabil ity ( i.e, ¡ the notion of 'survival of

the fittest" ); and acceptance of continuity between man and

animal which, in turn provided justification for the idea

that man is guided by instincts.

Instinct as an explanation of behaviour marked

beginning of an era in the study of motivation.

prominent theorists that adopted the instinct doctrine were

Sigmund Freud and !{illian McDougall " Freud ( 1915 )

postulated that. alI behaviour and alI other psychological

functioning was determined by instinctual drives and thus

that every perception, thought, feel-ing, and action

discharged excitation that uIt,imately stems from the

instinctual drives (Baldwino 1980), the two basic of which

the

Two



he identifies as Eros (life ) and Thanatos (death) " The

life instinct was expressed in sexual behaviors and the

death instinct in hostile behaviors"

McDougalf (I908), on the other hand, postulated that
instincts were responsibte for alt behaviour (Weiner o L973)

and developed an elaborate instinct theory. For McDougalln

motivation became a universal pr inciple for behaviour.

Implicit in the theory is the idea that if there were no

instincts, man would Iie inert (BoIIes, 1975)" He believed

that instincts have cognitive, ãffective and conative

components and are directed toward particular end states
(We iner, 1973 ) "

An alternate concept evolved from the homeostatic

theories of Lange (1873) and James (1890), namely,

Woodworthss (f918) concept of drive" For Woodwortho two

problems needed to be addressedo firstlyo how a thing is

done (mechanism) and secondly, what induces us to do it
(dr ive ) " Woodworthes concept of drive was derived in part

from McDougall !s work, however he departed from F{cDougall

on the idea of the universality of instincts as moLivating

agents (BolIes, 1975 ) " ${oodwor th instead postuì.ated that a

rnechanism is capable of producing its ovrn dr ive if iL is

continually aroused. From this premise o it follows that

behaviours may be intrinsically motivated (Deci, 1975).

One of the most significant drive theories to emerge

is Hullus (1943) theory of drive-reduction. Based on the

exper iment.al evidence from conditioning repor ted by



behaviour ists such as PavIov (1927) ? HulI attempted to
construct a theory that would account for broad trends in
behaviour" This new approach was the first in behaviourism

that elaborated on motivation specificatly
Hull¡s theory concentrated on habit formation (Iearning)

and activation of habit.s (motivation ) ( Oeci, 1975 ) . HuII

posturated that dr ives are general ized motivators which

activate behaviour but do not direct behaviour " In

reducing dr ive ¡ Spêcific behaviours are re inforced and

associations are estabrished which indicate that learning
has occurred' Through repetition of reinforcing behaviouro

habits form and are strengthened (BoIles, 1975 ) . Thuso.

through Hul1 ¡s work, motivating agencies (drives) were

introduced into the mainstream of stimurus-response

associationism (Bolles, L9741.

The concept of dr ive o however u $ras not accepted in the

entire psychological community. Cognitive theor ists
offered another approach based on the assertion that humans

process information and on this basis, make choices about

the behaviour in which they engage (t{e iner , t9Z3 ) "

Among cogniCive theor'ists o Tolman ( f 932 ) suggested a

cognitive approach to the study of motivation. He

contended that the mechanistic approach of
stimulus-response association was not flexibre enough to
explain behaviour (Bolles, r974) for behaviour. is purposive

or best. defined in terms of its goals and consequences.



Fundamentallyo Tolmanss approach focusses on behavioural

ends that are fixeda but behavioural nteans that are

variable. To reach an end-point behaviour is not guided by

instinct or reinforcement al-one¡ but also by environmental

conditionsa prêvious trainingo means-end relationships, and

competing instincts (Borles, 1975). Thus for Tolmanr ân

organismus expect.ation of t.he success of the outcome is the

source of motivation for behaviour. rn contrast to Hurl!s
theoryo in which externar drives activate behaviour, Tolman

suggests an intr insic motive o namely, ,,expectation of
successo to account for behaviour.

Another cognitive model of motivation was proposed by

Kurt Lewin ( 1936 ) . He viewed behaviour as driven by

tensions and moved by forces that are directed by positive
and negative varences and are addressed to goals" Actions

can then be exprained on the grounds that we perceive

particular ways and means of discharging certain tensions"

Act.ivities perce ived as making possibre the release of
tension attract (positive varence ), whereas activities
perceived as increasing tension repel (negative valence)
(Bolleso I974r 1975)"

Motivation, as an area of studyo had now expanded to
include both mechanistic theor ies such as Hurl o and

cognitive theor ies of Tolman and Lewin. New concepts

including curiosity and exproration were also introduced

into mot.ivation research and affected its direction during
the early 1950¡s. At that time two factors fostered an



interest in the study of exploration: firstly, the

recognition t.hat a good portion of an organismus behaviour

rdas characterized not by the behaviours that served to
maintain biological well-being, but by tendencies to
explore, investigate and seek out new forms of stimulat.ion;

and secondly, the concern that any theory of behaviour that
neglected exploratory and curiosit.y behaviours would be

severely deficient (Fowler, 1965).

At this time investigation of exploratory behaviour

flour ished. Pert.inent highl ights of research in this area

will be reviewed before returning to the research in
motivation as it develops to mastery motivation.

Studies of Exploratorv Behaviour

Exploratory behaviour has no cLearly defined place in
infant development I iterature. The inability to define

exploration has led to the inclusion of many and varied
behaviours under t.he term exploration and there is also

difficulty in determining the differences between

exploration and play (Weis1er & McCaII, 1976).

Early research in exploration was investigated within
the drive-reduction models by researchers such as Berlyne

(1950)" However ¡ somê disenchantment. with the adequacy of

the dr ive-reduction theory for explaining exploratory

behaviour soon became evident (HarIowo Harlow & Meyer,

1950r Harlow, 1953; Montgonery, 1953; Montgomery, Ig54i

Berlyne, 1950 ).



Harlow et. al, (1950) in their study of rhesus monkeys

found that,, over a series of test sessions¿ the monkeys

showed increased ability in working with mechanical puzzles

without the presence of food as a reward. They suggested

that sorving a puzzre correctly, in itserf seemed t.o be

satisfying and reinforcing to the monkeys. Harlow (1953)

re je cte d the not ion that the man ipur at.or y be hav iour of th i s

kind had any connection with an animal ¡s physiorogical
mot.ives and suggested that exproration be considered as an

autonomous drive (Bolles, 1975).

At the same timeo Montgomery (1953) was also arguing

that exploration courd not be adequately explained by

homeostatic drives, He reported that exploration decreased

in rats when they vùere made hungry and that they continued

to exprore even when satiatedo From this research he also

concluded that exploratory behaviours were dependent on an

autonomous drive (Bo1les, 1975). Montgomery (I954), and

latero Myers & Mirter (1954), and zimbardo a Milrer (r958)

gathered support for t.he hypothesis that. the chance t.o

explore a nover environment, and effect change on the

environment is a reinforcing agent (White, 1959)"

!{hile Harrow and Montgomery were suggesting that
exploration be considered as a dr ive rather than an

activity energized by a dr ive, Berlyne was attempting

another approach. Initially he built a conceptual modeL

for exploratory behaviour that was designed to 'fiL" better



with the drive-reduction theory (Berlyneo 1950)" He viewed

exploration as a consummatory response for a source of
dr ive he called cur iosity, The antecedent. condition
necessary for the development of a curiosity drive was

identified as novel stimulation. Berlyne assumed that any

behaviour that led to exploration would be reinforced andu

further, that continuous exposure to the novel stimulation
would result. in the reduction of the cur iosity dr ive

(BoIIes, 1975)" Later oD¡ Berlyne (1960) suggested that an

optimal leveI of stimulation within the organism regulated

exploratory behaviour. Hence o a novel stimulus engenders

uncertainty that raises arousal but when the stimulus is
explored, the arousal leve1 is decreased. Asa

consequence, an organism was thought to try and keep

arousal producing stimuli near an optimal level
Iarge deviaLions from this level were seen

of

AS

ar ousal ;

aver s ive

( Rubenste in o 1984 ) .

Another conceptual ization of optimal level of

stimulation was developed t.hrough the work of Leuba ( 1955 )

and Hebb ( 1955 ) and ref Iected t.he beI ief t.hat both

decreases and increases in drive (arousal ) could be

reinforcing depending on the organismos momentary level of

stinulation and arousal (Fowler, 1965 ) . Fiske and Maddi

( f 961) elaborated on this eoneept wit.h the ir proposal- that

act.ivation is fed by aII sources of var iation (novelty,

complexit.yo incongruity) so as to maintain an optimal level
of arousal "
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Berlyne ( 1960 ) was also one of the f irst. to at.tempt to
define curiosity and exploratory behaviours. He classified
exploration into two types: specific and diversive "

Berlyne proposed that specific exproratory behaviour

occurs when an animal is disturbed by a lack of
information. Diversive exploratory behaviour occurs when

an animar seeks out stimuration that offers something like
an optimum amount of novelty, complexityn change , var iety,
or surprisingness.

The definition of exploration that Berlyne offered
provided a guide to researchers to consider the sarient
features, aspects and properties of the stimuli that evoked

explor atory tendencies ( Fowler , 1965 ) . Indeed t.he study of
exploration encompasses studies of visual attention,
studies of visually directed reaching¡ preference for
novelty, preference for complexityo secondary circular
reactionu and institutional apathy (Rubensteino 1984 ).
!{e isler and Mccarr (L976 ) have provided an extensive review

of research on these facets of exploration.

A new thrust to the area of exploration was initiated
through the examination of predictabil ity of infant
scales. McCall and his associates (I973, L977 ) examined

test results from the Bayley and Fels rongitudinal studies

and concluded that intelligence could not be represented as

a single, Iinear score because some of the ability domains

involve changes in the characteristic of behaviours as the
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develops and thus the characteristics of behaviours from

stage to stage tend to be discontinuous"

McCall (L974 ) examined exploration, play and

man ipul at ion in a ser ie s of f ive st.ud ie s f ocuss ing on the

effect of stimulus differences and novelty on length of
time the chitd manipulated the toy, and the qualitative
diversity of infants¡ free play with commercial toys using

cross-situational and cross-age stabil ities " Re sul ts
indicated that there was a developmental progression from

raw sensory-perceptual feedback to a gradually increasing

influence of perceptual cognitive skilIs that vras reflected
in richer play behaviour and behaviour more appropriate to
the available toys (McCalIo I974)"

From this approach came several studies in the area of

exploration that attempted to identify the developmental

stages of exploration (Fenson, Kagan, Kearsleyr & ZeLazo,

L977; Largo & Hovrard, 1979; Fenson ,& Ramsayr 1980; Belsky &

Mosto 1981 ) . It was felt that a greater understanding of

the development of exploration and play in children would

provide insights in the course of early cognitive

developrnent. fn atl of these studies, the development of

exploration followed a similar path from simple

manipulation and mouthingo to exploration of unique

properties of objects, to pretense play involving more

complex and cognitively demanding behaviour (B,elsky & Most,

1981 ) " It was also noted that. the developmental changes

seemed to mirror the changes in cognitive development.
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To el-abor ate on this, Fenson and Ramsay ( 1980 )

examined t.he relat.ionship be tween imitation and spontaneous

production of action sequences in play behaviour to examine

the relat.ionship relatíve to the leveI of funct.ioning of

the child. Results indicated that a child's imitative

level closely resembled that of the ir spontaneous

functioning thus providing support for Piagetrs suggestion

that a child¡s ability to imitate would not greatly exceed

their IeveI of understanding,

Researchers in the area of exploration and cognitive

functioning have also examined the effect of exploration

and play on problem-solving" Kopp and Vaughan ( f982 )

examined a measure of sustained attention taken during the

first year of life to explore its utility as a factor in

predict.ing cognitive competence as measured by Bayley

Scales, GeseII schedules and Piagetian cognitive tests"

Results indicated that sustained attention contr ibuted

significantly to prediction of performance on thg Bayley

and Gesell but not on the Piagetian based scales"

Smith and Dutton (L979) examined play and training in

problem-solving with (-year-old children" The children

were given play and training opportunities to determine

differences in performance between those r¿ho were allowed a

short. time to explore materials followed by either a play

opportunity or training experience before the problem tasks

and those with no additional task experience. Two sets of
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problem tasks were examined, one being less complex than

the other " For the first task t.he child was required to

retrieve and then open a box with a marble in it" The

child was given three sets of sticks of differing length

and a block with holes in each face that the sticks fit
into" The child had to select the appropriate set of

sticks and then join them by using the block to retrieve
the box " For the more complex task, the box was further

from the child and the child had to connect three sticks
using two blocks to retrieve and open the box. On the less

complex tasku children with training exper ience direct.ly
relevanl to the task performed as weII as children with

play opportunity. On the more complex task, children who

had play opportunities were faster than those with training
in solving the task and needed fewer hint,s. The authors

suggest that the free-pIay opportunities rrere more relevanL

to task performance on the complex task than training

because the second task required a greater degree of

innovative or flexible thinking. Both sets of children did

better than control children without. additional task

exper ience.

KranÈz and Scarth (f979) examined the direction of the

effect of adult assistance on preschooler 0s task

persistence. The effects of teacher proximity, use of

verbal reinforcement.o and prompting procedures were

experimentally compared f.or their ef fects upon the childrs
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tendency to ¡rersist in self -selected manipulative t.asks.

Subjects included two groups of preschoolerso the younger

group ranging in age from 28 to 54 mont.hs and the older

group from 45 to 56 months. The childrs on-task behaviour

was timed by an observer while the examiner appl ied the

experimental treatments" The treatments included:

proximity where the examiner simply joined the child to

observe; proximity reinforcement where the examiner joined

t.he child and verbally re inforced him/her r proximity

prompting where the examiner joined the child, asked

questions and offered suggestions to extend the child's
persistence t proximity reinforcement prompting where the

examiner joined the child, asked questions, offered

suggestions and provided verbal re inforcement for

manipulative behaviour i and nonintervention where the

observer merely timed the child o s on-task behaviours.

ResuIts suggested that, in most instances, an adult.us

efforts t.o increase t.he task p€rsistence of preschoolers

can be augmented by a combined application of proximityr

verbal reinforcement, and pronpting procedures.

Cheyne and Rubin (1983) attempted to relate specific

skills evidenced in the activity of play to performance

on problem-solving tasks" Subjects were 76 girls and 64

boys with a mean age of 56 months. The children h¡ere

allowed to play for eight minutes with a number of varying

sized sticks and blocks. with four holes drilled
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int.o each of them" Following this the children were

presented with six st.icks s ã block and the problem of

retrieving an object that. they had chosen that was placed

in a transparent box and out of reach. The child was then

told to try to solve the problem of getting the object.

Measures obtained included the number of joinso whether t.he

child gave evidence of discovering t.he solution, measures

of configural r ichness in construction, the number of

different procedures engaged in by the child, and the

number of joins per blockr ând the proficiency as measured

by solution time. Results suggested that the children who

discovered the Iong-stick principle v¡ere better able to

solve lure-retrieval problems that required the use of this
principle than those who did not. discover the principle"

Configuration r ichness was negatively correlated with

problem solving pr of ic iency suggesting that the

organizational or patterning features of object play may be

relevant for problem-solving"

Early research on explorat.ory behaviour Þras strongly

influenced by the drive theoristso howevero there was some

difficulty in accounting for exploration using that. model"

Researchers such as Berlyne ( f960 ) have attempted to
provide a definition of exploration in an effort to further

clar ify the study of exploratory behaviours" Cognitive

theorists such as McCaII (f974) have examined exploratory

behaviours in relationship to the development of cognitive
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functioning in infancy. There has been extensive research

in an attempt to outline the devel-opment. of exploration and

also the effect of exploration of mater ials on

problem-soì-ving skills "

From this pointo the motivation theories that. lead

the development of mastery motivation concepts wiII

examined,

Theories Leading to Effectance Motivation

As previously mentionedn the study of motivation was

broadening to include theories that moved beyond drive and

instinct theory" Researchers such as McCIelland, Atkinsono

Clark, and Lowell (1953) elaborated on the Tolman-Lewin

model in the area of achievement motivation within their

aff.ective arousal model" The premise behind this model was

that affect is the basis of motivation that it precedes

behaviour, energizeso and directs behaviour (Deci, 1975) "

Like Tolmano McCleIIand and Atkinson proposed that one¡s

bel ie f s about t.he I ikel ihood of achieving a goal is a

mediating variable between the perception of a stimulus and

the resultant achievement behaviour (Weinern 1973). They

believed that achievement' behaviours were the result of a

confl ict situation, They assumed that one ¡s past

exper ience provided cues that yrere associated with

competition against a standard of excellence. This

standard of excellence reflected oneus ex.pectation of

success or fear of failure. Behaviour was determined by

to

be
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the relative strengt.hs of the expectancy of success and t,he

expectancy of failure as the individual approached a goal "

To reiterate the apparent discontent with drive and

instinct. theories has led theorists to reconsider these

traditional approaches to the study of mot.ivation. this

neq¡ approach to motivation reflects the belief that an

organism actively seeks out stimulation and is motivated to

explore t.he environment and have an impact on the ir

surroundings (Yarrow & Messer, 1984 ), EarIy research in

explorat.ory behaviour identified exploration as being a

separate and distinct dr ive " From there the concept of

cur iosity developed (Berlyne, 1960 ) and the idea of an

optimal IeveI of stimulation. McCleIIand and Atkinson have

drawn from the work of Tolman and Lewin. in introducing an

affect.ive component to account for human behaviour "

Woodworth's ( 1958 ) brehaviour pr imacy theory reflects a move

away from his original concept of drive toward one that

includes intr insically motivated behaviour. He viewed

humans as be ing in continual interaction with the ir

environment and themselves (Deciu 1975)"

Another theorist that has elaborated on this belief of

the human as an active organism and the existence of

intrinsically motivated behaviour is Robert white (1959) in

his paper, Motivat ion reconsidered: the concept of

compe tence
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Introduction of the Concept

of Effectance Motivation

Robert White ( 1959 ) in tr oduce d the conce pt.s of

competence and effectance motivation as a challenge to the

dr ive-reduction and psychoanalyt.ic instinct theory ¡ s of

Hul1 and Freud, respectively" Whiteos central argument was

that 'the motivat.ion needed to attain competence cannot be

wholly der ived from sources of energy currently
conceptualized as drives or instincts (p" I62l.. White

presented evidence from both animal and human studies

indicating that behaviours such as exploration¡ curiosityu
play, and one ¡s attempt to deal effectively with one ¡s

environment could not be adequately explained by

dr ive-reduction, se condary re inforcement, or

anxiety-reduction (Harter, 1978 ) "

I¡Ihite considered competence , de f ined as an organism u s

capacity to interact effectively with its environment

(White , 1959 ) , as having a motivational component, This

motivational component o known as e ffectance motivation,

urges an organism toward competence in dealing with the

environment and is satisfied by a feeling of efficacv"
Effectance motivationo therefore u is an intr insic
motivation; the gratification being the inherent pleasure

produced when dealing competently with the environment,

In developing his concept of motivation, White refers
to l{oodworth¡s (f958) behaviour-primacy theory" Woodworth
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observed that many behaviours seemed directed toward

dealing with the environment without the arousal of any

organic need (White, 1959 ). This concept is similar to

White I s compe tence "

White has also been influenced by Jean Piaget (1952).

While Piaget does not address the concept of motivation

specificallyo it is impl icit in his wr itings on the

development of cognitive structures known as schemata

(Oeci, 1975)" The process of adaptationn a central element

of Piagetrs theory, reflects the belief that there is a

dynamic interaction between the infant and environment.

(Yarrow & Messer, 1984)" lvhite has expanded on this notion

of an active, seeking infant, in contrast to the

homeostatic theories of the behaviourists"

For White, the effecLance motive is manifested in

explorationo cur iosity, mastery and str iving for an optimal-

level of stimulation and further, the behaviour is

directed¡ s€Iective u and persistent (Yarrow & Messer,

1984 ) . White also suggests that effectance motivation is
undifferentiated in the very young, but becomes

dist.inguishable later as separate motives of cognizance o

construction mastery, and achievement. The effectance

motiveu however, remains as 'the basis for these separate

motives (white, I959 ) .

!{hile White did provide a new impetus to'the st.udy of

motivationn he did not provide a theory, model o nor
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operational concept of effecLance motivation. The

processes that Hunt suggests provides a br idge between

White ¡s theory of competence and t.he beginnings of mastery

motivat.ion in infancy (Yarrow & Messer, 1984)"

Huntrs (f963) view of intrinsic motivation was heavily

influenced by Piage t I s ( 1952 ) theory of cognitive

development. Huntrs theory þras based on a discrepancy

hypothesis and he assumed that incongruity was a generic

instigator for behaviour and that. t.here vtas an optimal

degree of discrepancy from the famil iar (Ulvund, 1980 ) .

Hunt suggested that purposive behaviour begins when infants

orient to and inspect objects. Then as the behavioural

repertoires of the infant increase, new means of

exploration (through manipulation) are .employed to learn

about the environment. Exploratory manipulation leads to

active attempts at influencing the environmenL and

eliciting feedback from other people. It is through this

exploration that a child develops an expectancy that things

can be recognizable. When a novel stimuli appears, the

child visually attends to itu then inspects and explores it

until the st.imuli has been fully explored and mastered

(Morgan & Harmon, 1983). Like White, Hunt I s view

presupposed that infants have an innate motivation to

master and have an effect. of their environment (Harmono

Morgan e Glickenu 1984)"
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The broad conceptualizations of White's competence and

effectance motivation have provided others with the

opportunity to elaborate and further define this

motivational construcL. Three others whose concepts are

similar to Whiters include Wenarn Heckhausen¡ and Harter"

Wenar (L9'76 ) descr ibed an executive competence that has

roots in Whiters definition of competence' especially as it

appears in infancy. He defines executive competence as the

"ability to initiate and sustain Iocomotor, manipulativeo

and visually regarding activities at a given level of

complexity and intensityn and with a given degree of

self-sufficiency (p. l9l),*
Heckhausen (L977 ' 1981) has elaborated on a concept of

achievement motivat.ion that shares many. similar ities with

effectance motivation. Heckhausents achievement motive

presupposes I ) that individuals intendu by the ir own

activities, to produce an outcome that is evaluated

according to some standard of excellence; 2) that there is

a gradual differentiation of the internal attribution of

comp€Lence into the concepts of ability and effort; and 3)

t,hat an action cannoL be motivated by desires to achieve

unless the outcorie of the action is perce ived to be

influenced by internal factors (Heckhausêrla f981)" While

Wenar and Heckhausen have drawn from White's work in

developing mot.ivational theor ies similar to ef fectance

mot.ivation, it is Susan Harter who expanded on and
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at.tempted to oper ational ize White 0 s concept of e f fectance

mot ivat ion.

Development of the Concept of Effectance Motivation

Susan Harter 0s preliminary work on effectance

motivation led her to consider the development. of a model"

Harter ¡s model evolved from a ser ies of studies of

school-aged children that examined intr insic versus

extrinsic motivation, developmental differenceso and

dimensions and pleasure aspects of effectance motivation.

Effectance motivationn aS conceptualized by Harter' *impels

the child to engage in mastery attempts* " If these

attempts are successful, that is, if they result in

competent performance, the child experiences feelings of

efficacy or inherent plèasure (Harter' 1981). Using this

conceptualization, Harter proposed a general framework to

examine the struct.ure of effectance motivation and the

content of the components across different developmental

levels " Harter suggested that a model should consider

var ious factors including: I ) components of the motive

system within a developmental franework, 2l the effects of

failure as well as successes, 3) refinement of the concept

of intr insic pleasure to include 'optimal degree of

challenge', 4l the role of sociat izing agents and the

function of rewards, 5) the influence of reinforcenent over

time on a child's abil íty to internal i ze' a sel f-reward

system and set of mastery goals, 6) the relative strength
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of intr ins ic vs ex tr ins ic mot ivat. ional or ie nt.at ion u and 7 \

the correlation of motivational constructs"

Empirical evidence from her previous research provided

a basis for

compone nts "

the inclusion of such var iables and

For example , Har ter and Zígler (197 4')

attempted to validate four dimensions of effect.ance

motivation (response var iations ¡ cur iosity for novel-

stimulio mastery for t.he sake of competence, and preference

for challenging tasks ) by including subjects who were

expected to differ in effectance motivation, namely, normal

and retarded children" Drawing on Zigler ¡s ( 197f )

assumption that retarded children have less effectance

motivation than normal children, Harter and Zigler
predicted that. on tasks designed to tap components of

effectance motivation more directly, normal children would

demonstrate greater effectance motivation than retarded

children matched on mental age (Harter & Zigler, I97Ll"

The four tasks used were a box maze (response variation),
pictorial curiosity (curiosity of novel stimuli), graduated

pegs (mastery for the sake of competence ) o and puzzle

preference (preference f'or challenging tasks ) " The

f indings indicated t.hat. the group e f fects f or each of t,he

four tasks were significant, thus supporting the prediction

that normals demonstrated more effectance motivation than

did the retarded groups, .
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In Harter 0s (1975) study of the developmental

differences in effectance motivat,iono she investigated one

component of effectance motivationo mastery motivationo and

an extrinsic motivator, that of sociar reinforcement. The

children (¿- and lO-year-otds) were presented with color
discrimination tasks in an attempt to measure the strength
of mastery motivation and sociar approval for the two age

groups" Mastery mot.ivation was defined as being the desire

to sorve cognitively chalrenging problems for the sake of

discovering the sorution and need for social approval was

inferred from the responsiveness to the social
environÍÌent. The major motivational measure considered was

the amount of time the subjects chose to play the game,

The results indicated that older children were

motivated to produce a successful outcome in the form of

the correct answer as suggested by longer playing time on

unsorvable versus solvable tasks independent of adurt
praise, in contrast. to the younger group who played

extremely long on both (p < .001). Results for the social
condition did not reveal the expected result that a

significant difference would be found for the younger group

in favour of social re inforcement. The younger groups

spent considerably more trials than the older group on the

tasks once having l-earned the problem (p < "001) suggesting

that the younger children manifested motivation in the

continued production of interesting stimuli.
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Harter suggests that there are two types of mastery

motivation that can be identified in the older child: the

intrinsic need to produce an effect on one!s environment

and the desire to solve problems for the sake of being

correct (Harter s L975a) " Further work on effectance

motivation and need for approval in older children (Hartero

1975b) helped to elaborate the relationship between those

var iables and socially desirable responsiveness. The

hypothesis in this study sras t.hat among older children,
mastery motivation ( the desire to solve cognitively
challenging problems for the gratification inherent in

successful problem solving) is stronger than the desire for
praise and approval " Mastery motivation was measured as

the amount of time the children chose to spend on one of

two discrimination problems, a challenging (unsolvable) or

a solvable task. To assess the role of praise or approval,

there were two conditions used¡ â social-re inforcement.

condition and an experimenter-absent condition, A social

desirabil it.y scale developed by CrandalI o CrandalI, and

Katkovsky (f965) was used to measure the tendency to give

socially desirable responses" It rdas predicted thaL

mastery motivation would be of primary importance to t.he

low-scoring children, whereas . with high-scoring childreno

mastery motivation would be secondary.

Results indicated that there was longer. playing time

on the unsolvable t,ask Èhan the solvable task (p < "001),
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but that. the task difference was only significant for the

low scorers (p ( .05). High scorers showed a longer
playing time in t.he social-reinforcement condition than the

exper imenter absent condit.ion (p < "05 ) " As suggested by

the resurts, the study presented evidence that mastery

motivation (as measured by the amount of playing time) is
strongest in children who tend to score row on socialty
desirable responses scale.

Harter also investigated the response of pleasure to
aspects of mastery motivation, notabty cognitive chalrenge
( 1971 o L974 u 1978 ) , social re inforcement and t.ask

difficulty (I977). Initial studies indicated that children
smile more upon successfur compretion of a task. The more

recent studies indicate a positive curvilinear relationship
between smiling and difficurty rever for correctry sorved

items. Lowest and highest Ievels of difficulty produced

less pleasure than an optimal levet of difficulty (Hartero

1978 ) "

HarterEs work has contributed a more differentiated
concept of effecLance motivat.ion and has highrighted the

importance of sociar factors (yarrow & Messero l9g3), but

there has been little effort to focus on the behavioural
phenomena descr ibed as motivational (vietze o l9g3 ) . rn

contrast to Harter ¡s work with order preschoolers and

schoor-aged children, the research of Leon yarrow and his
associates has focussed on the development and validation
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of measures of mastery motivation in infancy
1983)" The focus from this point on will rerate to
and t.oddlerso where effectance motivation is catled
mot. ivat ion "

( Morgan u

infants

mastery

Masterv Motivation in fnfants and Toddl_ers

Yarrow's group began taking an interest in mastery

motivation forrowing a study on relations between

parameters of the environment and the Bayley scales of
rnfant. Development (yarrowu Rubensteino pederson &

Jankowski, L972) " The result,s indicated dif fer ing degrees

of rerationship among separate aspects of deveropment. and a
strong interdependence of cognitive o motor and motivational
functions. Among these r the cognitive-motivational
activities appeared to indicate the earliest manifestations
of attempts to master and obtain feedback from the

environment (Yarrow & Messer, l9g3)" Mastery motivation is
the term adopted by this group to describe this intrinsic
motive to control the environment, to master skirls, and to
be effective (Morgan & Harmon, l9g4i Messer, Rachford,

McCarthy, & yarrow, l9B3 ) " In attempting to determine

behaviours and to develop nreasures which best refrect
mastery motivation, several approacheso as described in the

following studies, were taken by the yarrow group. These

incruded studies of measures of mastery motivation and

their relationship to cognitive abilityu semi-longitudinal
studies $rhere they examined the predictive validity of
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mastery motivation indices o and st.udies of mastery

motivation measures in groups of chil-dren recogn ized as

being different in rate of developnrent. such as Downts

Syndrome and normal children.

Jennings, Harmono Morgano Gaiter, and yarrow ( l9?9 )

examined the relationship of exploration to persistence

and cognitive functioning in one-year-old children" They

felt. that spont.aneous exploration was the most appropriate

index of white ts construct of effectance motivation. The

study involved three sessions: free playo masteryo and

administration of the Bayley scales of rnfant Deveropment

(BSID) 
" fn the free play sessiono quantitative and

quar itative measures of exploration included total
exploratory play c ÞE oducing effects, practicing emerging

skills, continuity of play and cognitively mature play.

The mastery session incLuded 1t tasks designed to refrect
effect production, practicing emerging skilrs and probrem

sol v ing " Persistence vras the percentage of time an infant
engaged in task-directed behaviours Among exproratory
measures taken during free play, the onry correlation found

was a positive one between totar exproration and continuity
of play, This suggests that the exptoratory measures

indicated four dif ferent as¡rects of exploration " In

examining the rerationship of free play measures with
persistence, the results suggested that t.he. quantitat.ive
measures of exploration (total exploratory playo producing
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effectsn practicing emerging skiIls) did not relate to
per sistence or abil ity (BSrD) . However o Èhe qual itat.ive
measures of explorat.ion (continuity of ptay and cognitively
mature play) did relate to persistence and ability (BSID)"

specificallyu infants with higher continuit.y scores in free
pray successfully completed more persistence tasks and

persisted Ionger on problem-solving tasks. fnfants who

engaged in more cognitively mature pl ay s¡ere more

persistent on structured mastery tasksn and repeated

problems more spontaneously, Cognitively mature play was

also positively related to measures of cognitive ability"
Yarrow, Morgano Jênnings, Harmon, and Gaiter ( l982 )

studied 13-month-ord chitdrenrs persistence at tasks as it
relates to cognitive functioning and environmental

conditions" Considerations governing the choice of tasks

ldere that they be interesting to one-year-olds and that
they provide an opportunity to observe individual
variability in task-directed behaviours. The ll tasks were

of three types: tasks that provide an opportunity to secure

feedback, combinator ial tasks that involve practicing
skillsu and barr ier tasks. Initially the measures of
mastery included Iatency to task involvement, persistence,

exploration of materials¡ vâriety of approaches, frequency

of solutiono variety of effects produced, latency to first
solution, affect, and competencen however the analyses were

only reported on persistence at tasks, competence, and

affect"
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They found t.hat persistence was significantly related
to the competence measure on mastery tasksu (r = .69, p <

"0L)" There Þ¡as a significant correlation between the

Bay1ey MDI and persistence (r = o48e p < "01)o but that

there vras only a negligible correlation between the Bayley

PDI and persistence. As expectedo the competence measure

was also significantly correl-ated with the Bayley MDI and

PDI. Measures of goal-directedness (persistence ) at 6

months were related to t.he Bayley problem solving cluster

at 13 monthso (r = .42,

tasks at t3 months ( r

< .05)r and competence on mastery

"45, p < .05)" this relationship

p

between persistence at 6 months and competence at 13 months

suggests that early cognitive development and mastery

motivation are closely I inked. Further, the results
suggested that there may be a reciprocal relationship
between persistence and competence in infancy"

To refine and elaborate on this studyo Yarrowu

McOuist.ono MacTurko FlcCarthyo Klein, and Vietze (1983) did

a follow up study with data from children at 6 and 12

months of age. Using the same components in tasks (effect

production, practicing sensor imotor skills, and problem

solving), they looked at six measures of mastery

motivations latency to involvement, visual attention,
explor at.ory behaviour r persistence on task-related or

goal-directed behaviour, and positive affect.
Results showed a significant relationship between atI
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measures of mastery mot.ivation at 6 months except. positive

affect" The intercorrelations at. 12 months rdere similar to

those at 6 months. The cross-age relationships between

mastery motivation measures suggested that a child¡s
developmental level and the nature of the task interact to
influence the level of mastery behaviour " The se

relationships were interpreted as representations of

theoretically meaningful transformations in mastery

behavior based on the assumptÍon of a hierarchical
arrangement of the components (Yarrow & Messer, 1984), As

in the previous study, support was shown for a reciprocal
relaÈionship between mastery motivation and later
competence" One measure of mastery motivation, exploratory
behaviour ¡ ât 6 months was significantly related to the MDI

at 12 months, r =.32¡ p < o01 ), There were also

significant correlations between nìeasures of the mastery

component, practicing emerging skillso at 6 mont.hs and the

L2 month F{DI. Results also índicated that the MDI and pDI

at 6 months were significantly related to overall neasures

of mastery suggesting a bi-directionat relationship between

mastery moÈivation and competence o

Following this, Mêsser¡ McCarthy, Þiceuistono MacTurk,

Yarrowo and Vietze ( 1983 ) studied the relationship of

mastery behaviour and competence (BSID) at 6 and t2 months

and competence at 30 nonths (McCarthy Scales.). The tasks

were divided into three groups: effect production,
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pract.icing sensorimotor skillso and problem solving" The

tasks were different for the 6 and 12 mont.h age groups but

t.he structure of the tasks and Lhe procedure rdas the same"

The mastery variables in this study reflected five levels

of task involvements looking, per ipheral explorationo

general exploration, task-directed explorationo and

goal-directed exploration. Results showed a higher

correlation between less directed forms of task involvement

and the McCar thy Sca1e s at 6 mon t.hs . At 1 2 mon ths o a

negative correlation between less directed forms of task

involvement. and the FlcCarthy Scaleso and a positive

correlation between goal directed attempts and the McCarthy

Scales was found. These findings suggest a transformation

of mastery behaviour at 6 and 12 months. . The way an infant
attempts to master the environment (as evidenced by level

of task involvement) appears to be a better predictor of

l-ater competence than the infants l-evel- of competence. Sex

differences were also reportedo girls generally had

stronger correlations at. both 6 and 12 months"

Further support for the classification of mastery

behaviour into task involvement came from Messer u Rachford,

McCarthy and Yarrowu (f983) in their study of the structure

of mastery behaviour at. 30 months. In this studye mastery

motivation was conceptualized as proportíon of t.ime that

infants spent at the five levels of task involvement, The

levels of task involvernent were no engagement, Iow
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engagement,' simple engagemento act.ive engagernent., and

problem engagement" The de t.ailed codes of the child r s

behaviour was then subjected to cluster anarysis to
indentify the behaviours that could be considered similar "

The mastery tasks were chosen to be interesting to the

children and to present t.hem with charlenging problems.

The Mccarthy scales were also administered. pr incipte
component,s anarysis indicated that chirdren tended to
structure their behaviour simirarly across the six tasks
even though the tasks had differ ing character istics.
cruster analysis resulted in the identification of four
clusters of task related behaviour s persistence cruster,
task cluster o manipulation cruster n and absence cruster "

The cluster an al ys i s pr ov i de d suppor t f or t.he

crassification of mastery levels based on task engagement.

correlations between t.he engagement revels and the clusters
indicated that the two variabres containing the highest
lever of task involvement idere highry positively correlated
as were the two variabres Èhat contained the lowest revel
of task involvement, Arso, the other correlations bets¡een

these four var iables were strongly negative. The

intermediate revels of class engagement did not crosety
correspond to any one cluster u however Èhere was a

different pattern of correlations for each lever suggesting
that each level represented a distinct lever of task
engagement. Levels of task engagement were more strongly
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rerated to the competence revels on the Mccarthy scales

than were the behavior clusters"

MacTurk and Yarrow (1983) examined the transit.ion of
mastery behaviours in an attempt to reach some conclusions

as to the strategies chitdren use in the approach and

mastery of objects, This study arso attempted to further
examine the relationship between mastery motivation and

compe tence " A ser ies of twelve mastery tasks were

administered to non-delayed 6-month-old children and B- and

l2-month-old Down syndrome infants matched for sex and the

Bayrey scales of rnfant Deveropment (BSrD) mental scale.

The mastery behaviours deveroped were representative of a

hierarchy and included the categories of look, explore,
goal-directed behaviours (persist) ¡ success, and

social/off-task " In contrast to earl ier studies of
measures of motivation where a highly motivated child spent

longer times engaged in goal directed behaviours, this
study focussed on the more motivated child as one who

displayed a well-organized progression of behaviourar

transitions. This distinction was seen as being similar to
Hutt t s distinction between specific (exploration ) and

diversive (play) activities. Results indicated that the

two groups adopted similar strategies in mastery at.tempts,

where goal-directed behaviours vrere an important part of a

child !s repertoire " The differences occurred when

considering the manner in which tasks were approached.
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Look ing rdas the hub of behaviour for Down 0 s infants,
løhereas non-delayed infants behaviour revolved around

social behaviors. Correlational analysis of mastery

behaviors and BSID scores suggested that the connection

between task persistence and the achievement, of success

serves as a link between motivation and competence, in

other words, the childrs ability to perceive a relationship

between persistence and success may serve to motivate the

child" The authors also suggest t.hat this finding served

to suppor t Lewis and Goldberg ¡ s ( f969 ) gener al ized

expectancy theory" Children who displayed evidence that

task persistence resulted in success were also t.he ones who

had higher Bayley raw scores,

Vietze o McCarthy, McQuiston, MacTurk, and Yarrow

( I983 ) examined exploration and attention in Down I s

Syndrome to determine whether the developmental examination

of the tasks would be similar to non-delayed children"

Three groups of children at 6 monthso 8 months, and 12

months of (chronologicat) age rdere presented with L2 toys

in two sessions" The toys were classified into three

gtroups: effect productiono sensorimotor skiIls, and problem

solving" Five dependent. neasures were developed to measure

behaviour s visual at.tention alone o exploratory behaviour o

task and goal-directed behaviour (mastery) e off-task
behaviour, and social behaviour. The Bay.ley Scales of

Infant. Þvelopment (BSID) were also administered to all
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three groups. Results indicated that the only consistent
difference amongst the three age groups was for looking,
which was highest. at 6 mont.hs of âg€, gradualty decl ining
at I months and lowest at I year, Explorat.ory behaviour
showed a general tendency to increase with âg€, but was

onry significant on sensor imotor and probtem-solving
tasks. Mastery behaviour also showed a tendency to
increase across age groups, but this was only significant
for effect-production t.asks. off-task behaviour decreased

across the three age groupso but was only significant for
problem-solving tasks" At 6 months there were no

significant correlations of exproratory measures with the

BSID. At 8 months there hras l imited signif icance of
explorat.ory behaviours with the BSID" At l2 monthso there
was a significant positive relation between mastery
behaviours and the BSID mentar scaleo and mastery behaviour
and the BSrD mot.or scale f or sensor imotor sk ills and

problem solving tasks. the aut.hor s sugge st that the

progression in organization of exploratory behaviour in
Down¡s syndrome is simirar to non-delayed chirdren. Down¡s

chirdren tend to look more than normal children, and normal

children engage in mastery behaviour more than DownIs,

however Down¡s chirdren seem to explore in the same s/ay as

normal children.

Þ,lacTurk, Vietzeo McCarthy, and yarrow (1995)

elaborated on the sequence of exptoratory behaviour in
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Down 8s Syndrome and normal children. Children from t.he two

groups were matched on BSID scores" The mean chronological

ages were 9 "2 months (Down Syndrome group) and 6 mont.hs

(non-delayed group) 
" Children were observed in three

sessions, one to administer the BSID, and two exploratory

behaviour sessions, Exploratory behaviour tdas divided into
six levels: 0- looking, 1- minimal contact, 2- basic active

explorat.ion, 3- involved task related behaviourso 4-

goal-directed behaviouro and 5- successful completion of

task. Off-task and social behaviours were also recorded"

After data collectionr the levels were pooled so that I and

2 became Explote, and 3 and 4 became persist. Results

showed that there was a significant difference in the

behaviour (r = 82"06, P < .001) and a significant group x

behaviour interaction (F = 6"'l8o p ( .01). there was no

significant main effect for group" An examination of the

transition from one behaviour to another indicated that the

a*? groups did not differ in total amounts of behaviour but

in the dÍstribution of the behaviour" Where look was the

hub of the behaviour organization for the Down¡s Syndrome

group, social was hub for t.he non-delayed group" For the

non-delayed group, Look, Social and Success aII tended to

be followed by Persisto wherêas the Downrs Syndrome group

tended to re turn to took af ter Expl-ore ,- Of f -t.ask and

SociaI " The aut,hor ¡ s suggest. this may be re f lect a

difference in CNS integrity,
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Through their researchu the Yarrow group has refined

and elaborated on the concept. of mastery motivation, The

expression of mastery motivation is observed in the

task-directed behaviour during the presentat.ion of a set of

tasks. These researchers have developed mastery motivation

measures that can be divided into three categor ies:

indices of mastery motivation; causality pleasure andi

indices of competence (Morgan & Harmono I984 i Yarrow &

Messer, 1983 ) . They consider the pr imary measure of

mastery motivation to be persistence¡ i.êo¡ the amount of

time the child engages in task-directed behavior (Morgan &

Harmon, 1984; Yarrow & Messer , 1983 ) . Causa1 ity pleasure

has also been coded on the assumption that it may be

indicative of the feelings about being. confronted with a

challenging situation (Morgan & Jacobs, 1981; Morgan &

Harmon, 1984 i Yarrow & Messer, 1984 ) " The indices of

competence reflect the successful compLetion of the task by

the child.

The Yarrow group has also utilized several tasks in
the study of mastery motivation which srere selected

relative to the developing skills of the child. In

developmental order these skills include: producing effects
with objectsn practicing emerging skills u and

problem-solving (Yarrow & Messer, 1984)" Morgan and Harmon

( 1984 ) have provided a categor ization of the var iety of

tasks in a developmental framework. The categories reflect
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a hierarchical organization relative to the difficulty and

appropriateness of the tasks at different age levels.

Following the l-ead of Leon Yarrow and his associates,

researchers at the University of Colorado have also been

examining the developmental aspects of mastery motivation

in infancy and early childhood (Harmonu Morgano & Glicken'

1984; Morgan & Harmon' 1984; Morgan & Jacobs' 1981' Harmon,

Pipp & Morgan' 1984)" Their work has also included the

introduction of mother 8s perception of mastery motivation

and studies of differences in development of competence in

infants with known differences that affect mother-infant

interaction (such as preterm and full-term) that could

enhance or impede mastery motivation.

Morgan and Jacobs (1981) outlined their assessment of

mastery motivation for Z-year olds. The ir long term

objective was to develop a standardized test for t.he

assessment of mastery motivation for 9- to 36-month-old

children. The general procedure involved the introduction

of four types of taskss cause and effecto combinatorial

toys (p€gs and rings)o barrier problemso and combinatorial

t.oys (shapes) to children in the presence of their mother.

Interaction between the child and experimenter þtas kept to

a minimum. The children were given two timed trials during

a se ss i.on . RêÈ14êên Èhc l-r. i.al s the evrìâ!. inrenter n!'trrJidedvv uwvv ¡¡ 9¡¡e u! ¿e¡ v võÀ/v! É- -

demonstr at ion of the use of the toy " Dur ing t.he se ss ion ,

the experimenter coded motivation codes (not task directed
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behaviours, and task directed behaviours), competence

(successes) o and causality affect" From the procedure o

five typ€s of scores were derived: persistence, competence,

causality pleasure¡ self-initiated mastery motivation' and

preference f.or challenging tasks" Their results suggested

that persistence appeared to be the best measure of mastery

motivation, while competence appeared to be a meaningful

measure of the childrs ¡rerformance level"
Morgan and Harmon (1984) provided a review of the

research carried on by the Yarrovr group and the University

of Colorado in the ¿rrea of mastery motivat.ion in infants

and toddlers" Again, a key objective was to develop a

standardized procedure and tasks for assessment of mastery

motivation in children 12- to 36-months of age Their

sunmary suggested that. mastery motivat.ion was best assessed

by using a test-like approach as opposed to a free play

se ss ton " In a test-l ike situation, more types of

task-directed behaviour associated with mastery motivation

rdere observed, The procedure used in most of the st.udies

under review involved the demonstration of t.he tasks'

followed by an opportunity for the child to play with the

t,ask for a period of tine with mininal involvement from the

exper imenter or mother "
.There was a developmental

progression in t.he types of tasks appropr iate for

dif ferent age levels beginning with exploration,/cur iosity'

followed by pract.icing emerging skills' completing a
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mult.i-part taska ênd mastery for the sake of competence.

Harmon, Morgân¡ and Glicken (I984) reviewed research

on the issue of continuity and discontinuity in childhood

in the domains of affective and cognitive/motivational

development (mastery motivation ) . Free play, structured

tasks, and maternal reports were used to assess aspects of

mastery motivation. In the free play situation, children

at LZo l5u and 18 months of age were examined and rated for

specific types of behaviour. The var iables included

activity level, the number of different objects with which

the child playedo high level pIay, continuity of high level
pIay, social use of objectso proximity and contact t.o

mother ¡ âDd interest in mother, Results indicated

developmental trends in infants free play behaviour. There

was a continuous increase in activity level over the age

periods, however there were differential uses of activity
level at 15 and 18 months. At 15 months, infants used

activity as a means of exploring inanimate objects, whereas

at 18 monthsu activity level was used as a means of gaining

prox imityo contact and social interaction with the ir

mother s . The results afso suggested a shift in both the

quantitative and qualitative aspects of p1ay. From 12 to

15 months there was an increase in play variables to more

conventional use of toys, more combinatorial playo and an

increase in social play. There was no increase from 15 to

18 months. There þras also a significant change in social
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intere st of t.he

LZ to 15 months"

mot.her from 15 to 18 months, but. not from

The free play scoring system $ras also used to study

play behaviour in abused/neglected infants. The play

behaviour of the previous sample tdas used as a comparison"

Results indicated that the abused infants brere more likely
to actively explore, but in a Iess persistent, more

disorganized fashion. In contrasto neglected infants

showed more motor retardation and lack of interest in the

toys. Studies involving low birthweight pre-term infants

indicated that these children were Iess active than

fullterms and explored the room less, however while their
proximity to mother was greatero they showed less direct
interest in her "

Mastery mot.ivation was assessed dur ing structured

sessions using three types of toys: those providing t.he

oppor tun i ty to produce feedback o those requir ing

circumvention of a barr íer / obstacle u and combinator ial

toys. The measures of mastery motivation were divided into
the t.hree categor ies of indices of mastery motivation,

causality pleasureo and indices of competence. A review of

13 studies of infants from 6 months to 4 I/2 years of age

seem to indicate a discontinuity in mastery task behaviour

between 6 months and I year of age. There appears to be a

shift from more general exploration to focused mastery

attempts. This has led the authors to conceptualize that
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t.here is a developmental progression in mastery behavior

from exploration and producing effects on the environment

to more task-directed behaviour. Dat.a from a questionnaire

developed to measure @Mothers Observation of Mastery

Mot ivat ion' ( MO¡,IM ) provided confirmation of this

discontinuity in development. at around 9 months of age

(Morgan, Harmon, & Jennings, 1983 ), Re sul t.s us ing the

aut.horsr mastery motivation measures on risk infants

indicated that preterm infants were slower to solve tasks

and showed fewer instances of solution behaviour" Furthero

these inf ants rrrere less I ikely to show task directed

behaviour (persistence) and more likely to only explore or

manipulate the toy. This supported the authorsr hypothesis

that preterm infant.s hrere less persistent at tasks as a

result of greater initiative on the motherus part during

the first year of I ife. Further support was gathered

through an intervention program for medium risk infants at

LZ months of age. The program goals were to involve t.he

mother in defining the style of her infanto learn

appropriate interaction techniques, and help her anticipate

the next developmental step for her infant" Re sul ts

indicated that intervention infants were more task

direcÈed¿ demonstrated more causal ity pleasure, were

quicker to solve the task and demonstrated more solution

behaviour than non-intervention infants o '
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Harmonu Pipp, and Morgan ( 1984 ) also investigated

mastery motivat.ion in Iow birthweight preterm and fullterm

inf ant,s L2 months of age. Inf ant,s were te sted in a

structured Iaborat.ory session that. consisted of a mastery

motivation situationo object. permanenceo and developmental

testing using the Bayley Scales of fnfant, Development"

VariabLes thaL were derived from scores incl-uded interest

in exper imenter o mother or other , affective behaviour ,

latency measures, and task behaviour scored using a

hierarchical system of behaviours that included off-task,
passive interest,, active exploration and task-directed

behaviour. Results indicated that fullterm infants

demonstrated significantly more solution behaviour and were

more likely to repeat the appropriate uFe of the toy than

preterm infants" They þrere also quicker in solving the

task and showed more positive affect with solution.

Preterm infants displayed significant.ly more active

exploration of the task suggesting less cognitively

advanced rnethods of interaction with t.he toys, There vrere

significant differences between the two groups on the

Bayley l4Df , where fullterm inf ant.s showed higher scores '
The data kras then re-analyzed using the MDI scores as a

covar iate. Results indicated significant differences for

the positive affect with solutiono and marginally

significant differences for the measures of active

manipulation and latency to solution. A second study
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reported on mastery mot,ivation in medium risk infant.s at 12

mont.hs corrected age and again at 24 months corrected ageo

Half of the infants received a family oriented intervention
program throughout the infantss first year of life, the

other half were seen at 6 and 12 months of age for
assessment only. Results at 1,2 months indicated that
intervention infant.s þrere more task-directedo demonstrated

more causality pleasure, were quicker to solve tasks and

demonstrated more types of solution behaviour than

non-intervention infants, At 24 months, the intervention
showed higher mean scores on the mastery motivation

measures, but the differences v¡ere no longer significant"
Yarrow and his associates have expanded the study of

mastery motivation to include the period of infancy, They

have provided direction to the continued study of the

interrelat.ionships between developmental competence and

motivat ion. One of the problems identified for future

research has been the ability to identify the relevant

dimensions of bot,h cognitive and motivational areas of

functioning (Yarrow & Messer, 1984). Three criteria in

developing the mastery motivation tasks for t,his group of

researchers includes: that the task'should be interesting,
that. the task should take some time to complete, and that
the task should be optimally challenging relative to t.he

child I s ovrn developmental level ( Brockman, Morgan, &

Harmon, 1984 ) . The tasks have also been chosen in an
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at.tempt. to ref lect a hierarchical organ ízat ion with respect

to developmental difficulty" The development. of this
hierarchy reflects the belief of the Yarrow group that at

different ages mastery motivation is manifested by

different developmental behaviours and incl ude s :

explor at. ion/cur ios i ty t,asks ( S months and older ) o

persistence tasks (9-r5 months) o encompassing effect
production tasks o combinator ial tasks r rn€ans-end tasks,

completing a multipart task, and preference for challenging

t.asks ( 3 ye ar s and ol der ) . Using this approach,

researchers have included a variety of t.asks with a number

of different solutions in the ir study of mastery

mot ivat ion . While this approach has advant.ages in

controlling for fatigue, there are also disadvantages. One

of these is that the definition of achievement on the task

(the goal) does not remain constant. from task to task, or

from developmental leveI to level " This results in a

confound where the researcher is in fact defining the goal

from task to task" An alternative approach is to
incorporate the first two criteria suggested by the Yarrow

group and add to it the need for a conrmon goal" Using

these new criteria, a set of means-end mastery tasks has

been developed where the goäl remains constant but the

complexity of the task increases to reflect differences in

developmental competence o -
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The Colorado researchers have expanded on the work of
Yarrow and his associates in t.he area of mastery

mot ivat. ion . This group has attempted to develop

standardized neasures and procedures in the area of mastery

motivation to further the understanding of the link between

competence and motivation (Morgan & Jacobsn IgBl)" Morgan

and Jacobs (198f) have suggested that persistence (amount

of task-directed behaviour ) is the most meaningful measure

of mastery motivationo and Morgan and Harmon (1984) have

suggested that mastery motivation is best assessed using a

test-like approach, The procedure suggested allows a chitd
to work as independently as possible at the task materials

for two trials, but the length of time that the child is
allowed to continue is determined by thg examiner. Given

that the persistence measure is the primary measure of

mast.ery motivation, it would appear that the examiner may

be interrupting the session at a time where t.he child may

still be involved with the task " A more appropr iate
procedure may be to allow t,he chitdren to continue at a

task up to a point rvhere they indicate they are no longer

interested in the task. '

Both the Yarrok¡ group and the researchers in Colorado

have attempted to organize mastery behaviour in a

hierarchical manner where simple exploration of a toy is
considered a ress cognitivery mat.ure way o.f interaction
with the toy than task-directed behaviour, This
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organ izational hierarchy reflects a normative devel-opmental

progression beginning at. simple exploration of tasks and

producing effect.s to more t.ask-directed behaviours such a

combinatorial skilts and problem solving (Yarrowu et âI",

1983; MacTurk & Yarrow, 1984 ; MacTurk o et al ' o 1985 ) .

Research has also been done in an attempt to elaborate on

the developmental heirarchy as researchers try to identify

the behavioural transit.ions of children as they work on

mastery tasks (MacTurk, et â1. e 1985 ) ' This kind of

research reflects a new interest in the area of mastery

motivation, that of the mastery behaviour of individual

children'
Statement of Problem

The extensive research in the area exploratory

behaviour has presented challenges to theor ists in the

study of motivation" Early work on exPloration and

cur iosity reflected the attempts to incorporate these

behaviours in a mechanistic framework such as HuII ¡s

drive-reduction theorY" Most notablY, BerlYne ( f966 )

proposed the idea of an "optimal level of stimulation"

within an individual that regulates exptoratory behaviour.

Atkinson & McCIeIland (f953) also included a concept of

arousal or activation in v¿hich tension disequil ibr ium was

seen as mot.ivaiing expJ-orat.ion (Rubrensteino 1984) " More

recently t Eêsearchers in the area of mastery motivation

have also recognized the relevance of exploration to the
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the development of competence.

The impetus for inclusion of exploration in mastery

motivation research derives from Whiteus reconsideration of
mot ivat ion. His concept of effectance motivatíon implies

exploratory behaviour " White conceptual izes this
mot.ivational component of effectance as urging a child to

interact effectively with the environment, which is evident

in exploratory play. Despite this fact, researchers in the

area of mastery motivation have focussed on persistence as

the principal variable in the development of competence

(Yarrow & Messer , L984 ) and have hypothesized that
persistence will predict competence. Exploratory behaviour

has typically been researched as a correlate to
persistenceo

Concurrentlyr rêsearchers of exploration have also

identified the importance of exploration and play to
problem-solving (Smith & Dutton s L979 r Kopp & Vaughn e L9B2¡

Cheyne & Rubin, 1983 ) where free play and training
experiences have all led to greater comEletence on tasks.

simirarily, through his comprehensive examination of infant
test data, McCall ( I974) observed that infant behaviour

develops in a discontinuous manner and that each

development.aL increment is preceded by increased

organizatíon of exploratory behaviours.

As suggested by We isler and McCaIl ( 1976 )., researchers

have had dif f icult.y def ining exploration. However o in the
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area of mastery motivationn there has been an at.tempt at

identifying a developmental hierarchy of mastery behaviours

(MacTurk & Yarrowu 1983 ) " These include increasingly

task-specific behaviours similar to those generally

descr ibed as exploratory.

Another challenge in the study of mastery motivation

has been to obtain separate measures of mastery motivation

and competence. Generally, p€rsistence is measured while

the child is demonstr ating competence on a task.

Furt.hermore, the child is only allowed to work with task

materials for a pre-defined maximum time of 60 seconds

during the first. trial, and 90 seconds on the second trial
(Morgan & Jacobs, 1981)" In this study, the highest level

of competence nas separated procedurally from indicators of

mastery motivation" As r'relI, the per iod of persistence was

extended through the use of prompts to allow for a longer

period of exploration.

The objective of this study is to examine t.he ef fect.

of an extended period of exploration on competence during

three mastery motivation tasks" The main independent.

var iable is the opportunity to continue t.o explore the

nastery motivation tasks and task mater ials after

competence has been demonstråted. The dependent variable
ie Èlra ¡hanna ín ^^ñnôÊan¡o larral fnllnwinn l-ho narirrd nfv v¡¡rt'v

exploration. The hypothesis for this study is that

increased per iod of expl-oration of tasks results

an

in
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increased competence on those tasks"

As weIIo the following questions wilI b€ explored:

a) Is the increase in competence related to on-t.ask

time during the mastery motivation session?

b) Is the type of exploration retated to task

competence and an increase in competence?

c) Is increased competence related to a combined

effect of on-task time and exploration?

d) rs an increase in competence following exptoration
related to the child's developmental leveI?
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CHAPTER II

METHOD

Su bi e cts

Thirty-six childreno IB boys and 1B girls, !'¡ere tested

at 18 months of age (M = 18 months, Ð = 9"4 days)" The

children were identified through several sources of

refe rral . Parents of children attending the ChiId

Development Laboratories and Nursery School of the

Department of Family Studiesn University of Manitobar or

individuals associated with t.he faculty, students, and

parents of participating children vrere asked whether they

or friends of theirs who had infants of the required age

might be interested in participating in this project. For

those interest.ed ¡ ã consenL form and covering letter were

mailed to the parent (See Appendix A), Children included

in the study $rere generally frcrn upper middle and middle

class families" Two of the 36 children Þ¿ere frcrn

single-parent families and for threer their first language

b¿as not English. These children þrere Lested by two of the

three examiners who \Àrere bil ingual in the respective

childrenrs first J.anguage"

Research Design

A pre-post test design with between factors of sex (2)

and treatment (21 and a within factor of task (3) was

used. The children þJere randcrnly assigned to either an
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experimental or cont.rol group, with an equal number of boys

and girls in each group. the order of presentation of the

three mastery t.asks (Appendix B), was counterbalanced

across subjects within each of the experimental and control
groups.

Testing Materials

Masterv Motivati on Apparatus

The basic apparatus used for all three tasks was a box

(34.5 x 34.5 x 11"5 cm) with an autcrnatic feedback

mechanism designed to release in a manner similar to the

jack-in-the-box ( Brockman, 1977') "
(Also see Appendix B. )

Templates corresponding to tasks and leve1s of difficulty
within tasks could be inserted into this apparatus. When

the child ccrnpleted a tempLate ¡ ã toy was autcrnatically

released f rcrn t,he covered hatch located at the centre top

of the task box relative to the child¡s position" This

enabled the child to recognize that the end of the trial
had been achieved.

Masterv Motivation Tasks

Three mastery tasks each designed to measure a single

ability at increasing levels of difficulty included

problem solving (mazes ) , fine motor ability (pegs ) , and

discrimination ( f orms ) "

Mazes. The maze task was a downward adaptation of

Brockmanrs slotted mazes (I977) and consisted of six

int.erchangeable templates and a non-removable stylus" (See
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Appendix C for maze patterns. ) The results of the Brockman

study indicated that additional templates with Iess complex

mazes \'¡ere needed f or 18-month-olds. Hence the slotted

mazes were adapted to include a half-Y-turn, Y-turnu and

T-turn, as well as the original straight alley (training

maze) and mazes with 2- and 5- choice points (see Appendix

c. )

Pegs. The templates for the peg task were developed

relative to the norms for the appropriate age level as

indicated by infant tests. The task consisted of five

interchangeable templates representing increasing

difficutty, The template sequence was one large round hole

(2.5cm, t1aining template), three round holes (2"5 cm), six

round holes ( I cm) , six square holes ( t cm) and six

rectangular holes (1 x 3 cm). (See Append'ix c")

Forms

Design for templates of the form discrimination task

tdas also based on the norms and developmenLal Sequences of

the infanL tests. The task consisted of five t'emplates

with an increasing number of differently shaped holes'

Corresponding three-dimensional forms could be dropped into

the appropriate holes in t.he templates (Appendix c)" The

first template (training) consisted of one round hole into

which a 2.5 cm cyl inder could be dropped' For each

Successive template, an additional form of equal surface

area as the cylinder was included in the following order:
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squareo triangì.eo e11

pos ition of a s ingle

template " The template

included aII five forms.

ipse and rectangle.

form was changed from

of the highest level of

AIso, the

Lempl at.e to

difficulty

lre atme n t

A session consisted of two phases. Phase I inctuded

per iods of competence, mastery motivation, and extended

exploration ( treatment) " Phase 2 included a per iod of
mastery motivation, and extended exploration (Figure I ).
The treatnent was initíated for a child in the experimental

group after the second instance of be ing off-task, i.e o ,

not looking at the task or task mater ials , for three

successive seconds, twice dur ing the mastery motivation
per iod in Phase I "

The period of exploration was extended through the use

of a series of prompts designed to encourage the child to
explore the task materials further and to include increased

degrees of modelling by the examiner. The delivery of
prompts was governed by the child's off-task times. In

ordern the treatment prompt.s were (a) t.he examiner giving a

verbal prompt., "Can you make the cow jump?"u accompanied by

a clap of the hands to draw the childrs attention to the

goal of the task, (b) tfre examiner pointing to the next

portion of the t.ask t.o be completed and giving a'verbal
prompt, and (c) the examiner modelling the completion of

the task with the statemento 'See how it works?". The last
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two prompts were adapted in a form relevant to each

specif ic t.ask, i,e. u t.he examiner moved t.he st.ylus to the

next choice point. or up to the goal for the maze task,
pointed to the nexL hole or inserted the remaining pegs for
the peg task, and pointed t.o the next open slot. or dropped

the remaining forms into the slots for the form task"

Children in the control group rdere not given an extended

opportunity to explore, and the examiner did not model the

solution to the task" Instead, the hatch was tripped at

the point where the tre atrne nt per iod began f or the

exper imental children.

Pr oce dure

Upon rece

contacted by

and a Iab visit

Home Visit

iving the signed consent forms, parents were

telephone to arrange appointments for a home

Àn examiner and assistant. visited the child's home not

Iess than one day and not more than four days before the

lab visit to familiarize the child with the examiner and to

administer the Bayley Scales of Infant Development (BSID)

(Appendix D). As part of a larger project examining other

aspects of mastery motivation, the moLher was also

reguested to complete two questionnaires, the Mother ¡s

Observation of l4astery Motivation Ouestionnaire (MOMM ) and

a Toy Referent Ouestionnaire. These questionnaires were

completed while the examiner administered the BSID"
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Lab Vis i t

The mother and child vùere gree ted at the enLr ance of

the testing room in t.he Department of Family Studies at the

University of Manitoba. Upon enter ing, the child !{as given

a warm-up toy and seated at. a child-sized table. The

examiner sat in front and to the left-hand side of the

child, and the mother behind and to the child's right. The

general procedure was described to the mother and she was

asked to redirect the child back to the task íf s/he turned

to her. The entire session was videotaped.

At the beginning of each taskr the examiner gave at

IeasL one demonstration of the tr a in ing tempJ- ate and the n

asked the child to try it" If a child refused a taskr the

next task !{as presented and the refused task was

re-presented as the last task" This occurred only once,

when a child refused the maze task upon initial

presentation,

The session was paced by the responses of the child.

Specifically, the child ¡ s off-task times indicated the

giving of prompts or t.he tr ipping t.he hat.ch by the

examrner "

went off
cur tain
of f -t.ask

child s

re sponded

task.

and out

t. ime s

impty

with

Only one prompt. was given each time a child

The camera person, who was seated behind a

of sight. of the chiJ.d, monitored the

and signalled them to the examiner. If a

glanced to the examiner, the examiner

a neutral expression or reciprocated the
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child's smile "

responded with

If the child turned to t.he mother, she

a verbal cue as she had been instructed at

the ouLset of t.he session, i.e. , "You can do some more o "

A minimum of two training tr ials and t.hen t.wo tr ials
per template were given until a child went off-task for a

minimum of three seconds. At this point, the examiner gave

a verbal prompt o'Where's t.he cow?". When a child went

off-task a second time for at least three seconds, the

procedure for children in the exper imental and control
groups differed, marking the beginning of the treatment

per iod " For the exper imental group¡ â second verbal

prompt, o'You f ind the cowr " \.¡as given and the exper imental

treatment (as descr ibed above ) was initiated" For the

control group, the hatch was tripped by the examiner to end

the tr ial.

Following the completion of Phase I for both groups,

the tasks were removed from the table and the children were

offered a ¡snack' of juice and crackers" This provided the

children with a break between the two presentations of the

tasks 
"

The average break time þtas 6 minutes, 22 seconds,

with a range of 2 minutes, 20 seconds to 12 minuteso 50

se conds

Phase 2 was initiated with presentation of the highest

template on which the child had completed two trials during

Phase i. Each task was presented in the same order as

during Phase 1. During this phase, aII children were given
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only one tr ial per t.emplate and both the exper imental and

control groups were allowed to continue to the end of all
five prompts.

Upon comple t ion of the t.asks , the mother s were

invited to view the videot.ape. The examiner thanked the

mother and child for their participation and offered to

send a copy of the summary of results upon completion of

the study.

Data lranscription, Coding, and Derived Measures

Two general categories of measures, childrs behaviour

and time, h¡ere transcr ibed from the time-coded videotapes "

(See Appendix E for code sheet.) Data for the behavioural

measures included competence, exploratory behaviour, and

increase in competence. (See Table I for measures related

to each component, ) On-task time was obtained during

periods of competence, mastery motivation, treatment and

explor at ion.

Performance Measures

Competence. l4easures of competence were obtained from

two sources: a) the BSID and b) the mastery motivation

tasks. The BSID mental (MDI) and motor scale (PDI) raw

scores were used to determine the child's overall level of

de ve I opme nL 
"

Two forms of competence measures were

obtained from the mastery motivation tasks: l) at a 91obal

leve1, the highest template of each task which was

successfully completed on tvro tr ials dur ing Phase I
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lable I

Summary of Variables and Heasures

Var iable How Der ived l{e åsure

Competence:

a)general
conp€ te nce

b)comp€tence on
mastery notÍvation
tasks

Difference Score:

Goal -D ire c te d
Expl or a t ion :

a) durlng competence

b) during mastery
rnotiva!ion
per iod
(persistence )(treatrîent)

c) during assessrnent
of learning

On-task:

a)during competence
p€r iod

b)during ¡nastery
motivation period
(persistence )

c)dur ing treôtnent
per iod
(expl or a t ion )

Bayley Scales of Infant
DeveloptrEnt (BSID)

l) global: lemplate number
for a task
2) specific: Eotal number
successes on å task

i) Task performance score at
2nd prompt during rûastery
notivation Phase I

ii) Highest task performance
score during Phase 2

i) Number of comp€tence trials
where goal-directed exploration
is prorninent

ii) Number of competence trials
i) Number of prompts Hhere goal-

directed exploration is
prominent

ii) Number of prompts given
dur ing rnastery rloÈivation

1) Number of prompts where goa).-
directed exploraÈion is
pr omine n t

ii) Number of prompts given
durlng exploration period

i) A¡¡ount of on-täsk time
ôcross two trials

ii) on- + off-Lask tire

i) Àmount of on-Èask Èirne beyond' êompetence to the aecond iromptii) on- + off-task tine durlng
persistence per iod

il Àmount. of on-task tirre from
b€yond the second prompt
Eo hhe fifth pronpt

ii) on- + off-task tiæ
dur ing Èreatment. p,er iod

È{ental ScaLe raH acore
Þlotor Scale raw score

Highest level template completed
on two guccessive trials of a Èask
Performance = elemental successes
Score

Di f fere nce
Score

Ratio of
Goal-Directed =
Expl or a t. ion

Ratio
Persistence
on- tas k

RaÈio
Exploration
on- task

Ratio of
coal--Directed = i') / ii')
ExpIor at ion

Ratio of
Goal-Directed = i) ,/ ii)
Explor at ion

Ratio
competence = i) / ii)
on-task

possibLe el.erìents

= ii) ninus i)

i) ,/ ii)

i) ,/ ii)

i) ,/ ii)
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(compeLence score ) and 2) at. a specif ic level o t.he tot.al

number of element.s across all the templates complet.ed on a

task. This competence measure was designedo using

weightings, bo reflect the incremental contribution of each

elemental success relative to the number of possible

completions in any given task. A ratio of achieved to

possible elements was then used as the child's performance

score (Table 2) "

The elements the child completed on each task were

coded separately and then added together at the second

prompt which marked the end of the mastery motivation

period of Phase I and again for the highest template during

Phase 2. The specific weightings assigned to the elements

are described below"

l4aze Task" The elements considered for the maze task

tdere vertical tegs, horizont.al Iegs and choice-points.

Vertical legs are any slots that require a child to use a

vertical movement of the arm to move the Stylus toward the

goal. Hor izontal legs are any slots t.hat require the child

to use a hor izontal- movement of the arm to move the stylus

toward t.he goal. Choice-ppints refer t.o the points in the

maze where the child must choose between continuing in one

direction or changing to another in attempting to reach the

goal

The choice points were given a value of 0 " 5; the

vertical legs a value of I.0i and the horizontal Legs a
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value of 1.5 each time one occurred in a template. The

hor izontal legs were given a higher value because items on

some infant tests suggest that a verticar movement of t.he

arm is less difficurt. than a horizontal movement of the
arm. By adding the erements present in each temprate, the
templates vrere given numer ical values (table Z) ,

Peg Task

The erements considered for the peg t.ask brere the size
and shape of the pegs. The different sh.apes used, namery

roundrsquare, and rectangular, reflected a sequential order
commonly found in infant tests. On a logical, but
arbitrary basis, each large round shape was given a value
of I .0 " each smalr round shape a val-ue of 2.0 , each square

shape a value of 2.5Ì and each rectangurar shape was given
a value of 2.5. Temprate varues were derived by adding the
element.s present in a t.emptate. ( See Table Z. )

Form Task

The elements considered for the form task were the
shapes of the forms and Èhe corresponding hores. The

shapes used vrere a circle, square, tr iangre, erl ipse and

re ct.angle " I,Vith the assumption that children learn forms
in the order indicated, each round shape was given a value
of l.0o each square shape a varue of r.5, each triangle a

value of 2.O o each ellipse a value of 2.5, and the
rect.angle received a varue of 3. By adding the elements in
a temprateo the template value was determined, (see Tabte

2.')
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Table 2

Summary of Weight.ings and
Reflecting the Incremental
Tasks

Ratios (Performance Score)
Ccrnplexity of Templates across the

Template Weightings

Template Maze Peg Form

1
3
9

L2
15

I
2
3
4
5
6

Total

I
2
2"5
3
4"5

10
23

1
2"5
4.5
7

t0

2540

Performance Score

I
2
3
4
5
6

0"04
0"13
0 "24
0"37
o "57
1,00

0"03
0"10
0.33
0"63
1" 00

0.04
0. r4
0 "320.60
1" 00
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Increment. in Competence (Difference Score )

the effect. of extended exploration on competence rcüas

assumed to be evident in a higher level of competence on

Phase 2" Hence, Phase I performance scores (from mastery

mot ivat ion per iod ) were subtr acted fr om Phase 2 " The

difference between the two performance scores yielded a

difference score which was used as the primary data, A

positive scoreo thereforeo nÊant that performance during

the assessment of learning was higher than during Phase I
(pretest). The rationale behind this r,¡as that the

performance up to the point of the second prompt in Phase 1

best reflected the childrs level of competence before the

introduction of the treatment period to the experimentat

gr oup.

Exploratory Behaviour

Assuming t.hat the type of exploratory behaviour may

have a differential effect on the development of competence

(Messero McCarthy, McQuiston, l.lacTurk, Yarrow & VieLze,

I983; MacTurk & Yarrow, I983; MacTurk, Vietze, McCarthy, &

Yarrow, I985) o exploratory behaviour was coded int.o two

categor ie s, name 1y, goal-directed exploration and

non-goal-directed exploration, The se categor ie s v¡ere

thought to reflect the type of hierarchical organization of

exploratory behaviour conceptualized by MacTurk & Yarrow,

( 1983 ) and MacTurk, et. aI. , ( 1985 ) . Behaviours in the

goal-directed category reflected the type of manipulation
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necessary t.o achieve the goal, or a purposef u]_ at.tempt at
reaching t.he identif ied goal " Behaviours in the non-goal

directed category reflected on-t.ask exploration t.hat could
not read to the successful completion of the t.ask. Due to
the varying characteristics of each task, behaviours were

operationally defined within each category relative to each

particular task. (See Table 3 for description of task
specific forms of these behaviours.)

these types of exploratory behaviour were coded each

time they occurred during competence, mastery motivation,
and treatment in phase L, and mastery motivation and

exploratory period in phase 2. within each period, the

data vras further divided by the points at which the

different prompts were given. rn this way it was possible
to determine the number of times that goar-directed
exproration was most prominent from prompt to prompt. Data

on the proportion of time goal-directed behaviour was most

pr omine nt was obtained separately for competence, mastery

motivation, and treatment (experimentar group only) during
Phase r, and mastery motivation, and extended exploration
dur ing Phase 2 by dividing the sum of goal-directed
exploraLion being most prominent across the prompts by the

total number of prompts in a period.

An additionar m€asure of exploration based on the

hierarchy of types of exploratory behaviour described by

MacTurk, et al" (1985), vras developed using an ordinal
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Table 3

Sumnary of Exploratory Behaviour Specific Èo Each Task

lask

ExpLoration Peg

Goal-Directed

Non-Goal
Di re cted

Refusal,/
Of f-Task

pushing sLyìus up,/doun
backlforth on leg
moving stylus in,/out
of cul-de-sac

fingering slot nhere
stylus sits
tapping/banging task
box
lifting up template

tnouthing stylus

Iooking at template

feeling tenpl.aÈe
with hands

- pushing task away
- leaving chair and

walking around
- playing with objectg

other than Låsk
- Iooking at adul.t.

placing pegs in
h oles
placing pegs in
in,/out of hoLes

fail.ed attempts
to puÈ pegs in

stacking pegs

putÈing finger
in hole
h ol d i n9,/Èwi rl i ng
pegs
taking pegs back
and forth frcn
box to template
ba ng i ng,/s I id i ng
pegs together
or on template
nouthing pegs

hand i ng,/sh or i ng
pegs to ôdult
J.ooking ac
temp I a te
feeling template
with hands

pushing task away
leaving chair and
walking around
playing vrith objecÈs
other than task
looking aÈ adul.È
thrcrning pegs

manipuJ.aÈing forms to
fit into slots
trying various sLots
with the forms or forms
forms t.o slots

stacking fonns

putting finger
in slot
h old i ng,/ma niPul at i ng
f orms
Èaking forms bâck and
forth frc¡n box to
CempI ate
bang inglsl iding/roll ing
forns together or on
temp ì a te
mouthing forms

handing/shc*ring f onns
to adult
looking at
temp I a te
feeling template
rrith hands

pushing t.ask away
leaving chair and
walking around
playing wiÈh objects
oLher than t.ask
looking at adult.
throning forms
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scale " The underrying continuum was based on the

assumpt.ion t.hat generar explorat ion is at a lower revel
than goal-directed exploration. The scale reflects two

component.s: level of exploration and duration. The two

levels of exploration examined hrere goal-directed and

non-goal directed behaviour " The levers lvith the component

dur at ion rdere high and 1ow pr opor t ion of on-task t ime where

the mean proportion on-task time of aLl the chiLdren at
each respective period was considered as the break-point"
The resulting scare which ranged from I to 4 included:

1, non-goal directed exploration with below mean

on-task "

non-goal-directed exploration with above mean

on-task

3" goar-directed exploration with below mean on-task

4. goal-directed exploration with above mean on-task
This scare r¡ras used dur ing the mastery motivation and

treatment periods in phase l.
On-task Time

rn keeping with the definition of persistence adopted

by Þlorgan and Jennings (.r981), on-task durations were

obtained from the time-coded videotape for the competence,

mastery motivation and treatment. periods (phase 1), and the

mastery motivation and explorat.ion periods (phase 21.

In additionr Lhe on-task time plus the off-Lask time,
relat.ing to each of these per iods was r."orded. À

2.
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propor tion of on-task t ime vras the n der ive d " The

proportion on-task t.ime for the period from the beginning

of the template to the point at which the second prompt vras

given in mastery motivation Phase I and again in Phase 2,

was defined as persistence. This measure reflects the

uninterrupted involvement of the child with the task which

is consistent with persistence as it is defined by Morgan

and Harmon, ( 1984 ) "
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The object.ive of this study was to investigate the

effect of additional exploration of task mater ials on

childrenrs per formance on three different mastery tasks.

The coding reliabilities are reported first. A description

of the childrenrs performance on the Lasks before treatment

follows, and then the analysis of the performance level of

the experimental and control groups following treatment is

presented" Other variables associated with performance

level are also examined.

Differences in exper imental and control group

performance were generally analyzed using three-vray

analyses of var iance. Analyses of var iance vrere also used

to consider other variables that may have influenced the

childrs performance on the tasks. Intercoder reliability

of behavioural measures taken from the videotapes of nine

subjects (Appendix F) range from 83å ( total task t.ime f or

mazes and forms, and the type of exploration most prominent

for forms) to 100t (performance level for pegs and forms)"

Analyses of variance of procedural variables indicated

no effect of the order of task presentation on competence

level, persistence measures, or the difference score "

Howeverr åñ examiner effect was observed for persistence on

the maze task, F (2t28) = 3.70, p ( .05 where children
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tested by NL were on-task longer. An Examiner x phase

interaction effect. on the maze tasko F (2r28\ = 3.53, p (

"05 indicated that the on-task behaviour during persistence

in Phase I was greater Lhan on-task during phase 2 f.or t.wo

of the examiners (¡{e and AF) but less for NL" An examiner

e f fect vras also f ound f or the dif ference score F (2,33) =

,08, p < .05. Children tested by NL obtained higher

difference scores than those tested by AF and MB.

Analyses of sex differences indicated a higher level
of competence for boys (¡l = 2"63) than girls (M = 2.L3), F

(I?32) - 5.73r p < "02. The boys were also more

persistent than the girls on the maze, F (Ir29l = 12.23, p
< .01 and form tasks, F (Lr32) = 8"79, p < "01" However,

no significant sex differences were found for either the

difference score or type of exploration most prominent.

Because boys and girls differed on competence level and

persistence, subsequent analyses of variance included sex

as a factor.

Childrs Task Performance

Compe tence

Prior to treatmenL, the competence score summed across

tasks was higher for t.he exper imental group than the

control group, F (1,32) - 4,16r p ( "05, (see Table 4).
Boys had a higher initial competence level than girls, F

(I '29') = 12"23 ' p < "02. There brere signif icant
differences in competence score between the three tasks
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Table 4

Mean Ccvnpetence Score

on Mastery Motivation

of Experiment.al and Control Children

Tasks

Group

Experimental

(!= rB )

Control

(I= 18 )

Expe rimental
+ Control

(N= 36)

Task Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Maze

Pegs

Forms

3.6

2.7

1"5

1"15

0.96

0"86

2.2

2 "'7

1"6

0.65

0"96

0.71

2"9

2"7

1"5

I.14

0"94

0 "'77
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2 "89 ) and pegs (m = 2.72 ) were

signif icantly higher t.han the f orms (M = 1.53 ) u _E (2,64,) =

35.20, p < .001. The Group x Task interaction effecto F

(2'64) = 9"8'lr p < .001 indicated that t.he difference
between the groups was onry present f or the maze t.ask.

Further anarysis indicated differences in performance

among the three tasks for both the exper imental and contror
groups (Table 4). For the experimental group, the mean

competence score was significantry different for the three
tasks, F (2034) = 30"40' p < .01. post-hoc tests indicated
that the mean score on the maze task ( 3 " 56 ) was

significantly higher than either the peg task (2.72), or

the form task (1.50), p < .01, and the peg task competence

score bras also significantly higher than the form task, p (

.0I. There was also a significant task difference found

for the control group, F (2,34) - 13.98, p < .001.
Post-hoc tests indicated that the peg task score (2"72) was

significantly higher than both the maze task (2"22), p <

.05 and the form task (1,56)rp < "01. The maze task score
was arso significantry higher than the form task, p ( .01.
Difference Score

where t.he maze ( U =

A summary of

deviations for the

in Table 5 "

exper imental group

contr oI gr oup ( ¡t

difference score means and standard

exper iment.al and control groups is given

Contrary to what was expected, the

had a lower score (M = "0fI) than the

= .073)' F (Ir32) = 4.32, p < "05" There
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Table 5

Mean Increment in Cønpetence

to Phase 2 for Experimental

Motivation Tasks

(Difference Score )

and Control Groups

Frcs'n Phase I

on Mastery

Group

Experimental Control Experimental
+ Control

Task Mean SD Mean SDSD Mean

Þ{aze

Pegs

Forms

"024
.009

-.o02

. 154

"L02

"L44

" 159 .167

-.020 " 213

"o82 " 182

"088 "r72
-.005 " 165

.044 "172
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vrere no dif ferences bet.ween sex or t.ask o and there þtere no

interactions"
On-task Time Analvsis

6, nteans and standard deviations of

proportion on-task are presented for each task.

On-task Time during Competence Period

During competence, the proportion of on-task time of

the exper imental and control groups did not differ.

However, there was a significant difference between tasks,

-t (2 ,64) = t0 " 54 , p ( 
" 001 where the propor tion of on-task

time vras greatest for the forms, then the pegs' lowest for

the mazes.

On-task Time durinq Mastery Motivation Period

On-task time dur ing the mastery motivation per iod

(persistence) did not differ for sex, group in Phases I and

2, but I¡¡as signif icantly dif ferent among tasks. On-task

times were equivalent for the peg and form tasks and lower

for the maze task in Phase 1, F (2064) = I4"2L' p (.001,

and similarly for Phase 2' F (2'521 = 4"O2' p (.02" There

was a Sex x Task interaction for Phase 2 only, F (2,52') =

< ,01. The on-task for females was greatest. for

fn Table

7"40r p

the pegs,

for males

then pegs.

The

differences

differences

followed by the forms and mazes, whereas on-task

þras greatest for forms, followed by mazes' and

tasks were analyzed separ ately t.o examine

between sex, group and phase. There were no

between the groups on any of the tasks,
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Tab1e 6

Prqportion of

Experimental

On-Task Time During

and Control Groups on

Phase 1 and Phase 2 for
Mastery Motivation Tasks

Groups

Expe riment,al Control Expe rimental
+C ont rol

Task Þlean SD Mean SD Mean SD

MAZES
Phase l:

C crnpete nce
Pe rs i stence
Treatment

Phase 2
Pe rs istence
Expl orat i on

PEGS
Phase 1:

C crnpetence
Pe rs istence
Treatment.

Phase 2z
Pers i stence
Expl orat i on

FOR¡¡IS
Phase 1:

Ccnrpetence
Pe rs i stence
Treatment

Phase 2z
Pe rs i stence
Expl orat i on

0.80
0.55
0,41

0"51
0 "27

0.93
0.68
0"61

0.68
0"40

0"91
0"70
0"46

o "62
U"4l

0 "20
o.12
o.2r

o "2L0.l8

0"07
o "L2
0. l8

0.19
o "24

0"12
0.10
o "2r

0"23
U"¿I

0"84
0 " 6r

0.17
0.15

0"93 0.19
0"58 0.14

0.53
0"30

0.93
0"76

0.14
0.20

0,06
0"11

0.52 0"18
0.28 0.19

0.93 0.07
0 "72 0.12

0"57
0 .42

0"97
0,74

0.21
0.21

0.04
0"13

0"62 0.2L
0.41 0"22

0,94 0"09
0"72 0"12

0"57
0"37

0.21
v " ¿L

0.59 0 "22
^ Á^ r'ì ô1UcåU Vø1L
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however, there \,üere dif ferences found between the

phases on the peg and form tasks" For the peg t.asko

chil-dren were on-task more during phase I than phase

2t F (Iu34) - 6.56n p < .05. There was a Group x

Phase interaction, F (1r34) = 5"870 p < .05, where t.he

decrease in mean proportion on-task from phase I to
Phase 2 was much greater for t.he control group (.76 to

"57) than the experimental group (.68 to "67ll" on the

form task, the boys (M = .72') hrere on-task longer than

the girls (M = .59), L (1,30) = 8.190 p < .01. There

was also a difference between the phases where

persistence during Phase I was greater than phase 2o F

(1,30) =12"49rp("01.
Childrs Exploratory Behaviour during Competence and

Masterv Motivation

Results using the measure of proport ion of
goal-directed behaviour dur ing on-task will be

reported first, and then the exploration scale results
will be presented.

There rrrere no significant group differences found

during competence or mastery motivation in phase One,

however, the control group was engaged in

goal-directed exploration a greater proportion of the

tirne than the experimental group during both periods

(See Table 7l " There rÀras a signif icant. task

difference during mastery motivation, F (2t62) = 3.57,
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p ( ,05 o where the proportion of goat-directed

behaviour h¡as greatest f or t.he maze task o f ollowed by

the form task and finally the peg task.
Analysis of variance of phase 2 dat.a indicated no

significant difference between the exper imental and

control groups during mastery motivationo however the

mean proport.ion of goal-directed exploration was

greater f or the exper imental group t.han the control
group (See Table 7) "

Analysis of variance of the exploration scale for
the mastery motivation period indicated no significant
differences, however, as expected there was more

goal-directedness and Iower on-task for the mazes than

the forms or pegs"

ChildIs ExpLoratorv Behaviour during

Treatment and Exploration

A Sex x Phase x Task analysis of the treatment

period and the expì.oration period (experimental group

only) indicated that the proportion of goal-directed
exploration was greater during the treatment in phase

1 than the exploratory period in phase 2 (Table 7), F

(I ,29) = 6"17n p < "02"
Analysis of var 1.ance of propor t ion of

goal-directed behaviour during the phase 2 exploration
indicated no significant. difference in goal directed
exploration between the exper imental and control



Table 7

Proportion of
On-lask Dur ing
Control Groups

Goal -Dire cted
Phase I and

Behaviour
Phase 2 for

Most Prominent While
Exper imental and

7B

Group

Exper imental Control Exper imental
+ Control

Task Me an SD Me an SD Me an SD

MÀZES
Phase 1:

Compe tence
Persistence
lre atme n t

Phase 2z
Persistence
Explor at ion

PEGS
Phase 1:

Compe tence
Persistence
lYe atme nt

Phase 2z
Persistence
Expl or at ion

FORMS
Phase l:

Compe tence
Persistence
lre atment

Phase 2t
Persistence
Explor ation

"94
.65
.39

.50
"2r

"89
.42
"24

"28
.15

"24
.29
"32

"32.35
.28

NAA NAA
.69 " 39

"97 "I'7.67 .34

.41

.24 "40 " 39
" 15 "I'7

"94 "24.42 "35

.45 "40.18 "2L

"92 "29.42 "35

NAA
.69

"30
"26

¡{Aa

"39
"94
.50
,31

"28
"I7

"24
"34
.29

"26
"24

" 35

"24
"19
"13

"24 .33
.14 "24

"97 "L7.60 " 38

"32
"16

"25.2I
,30 "25.16 "22

NAA=
goal-directed behavior.

var iabil ityata unavailable ue to Iac
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groups dur ing the explor at.ory per iod in Phase 2 o

however the mean proportion of goal-directed

exploration was greater for the exper imental group

than the control group (Table 7r" There was a Sex x

Group interaction, F (1r28) = 4"010 p < ,05. Girls in

the control group had a higher proportion of

goal-directed expl or at ion than those in the

experimental groupo but boys in the control group had

lower proportion than those in the experimental group.

There was a significant difference between the

treatment and exploratory periods for the maze task

when analyzing the exploration scale " Goal-directed

behaviour with

character istic of

less than mean on-task was

Phase 1 treatment, and non-goal

than mean on-task wasdirected with greater

characteristic of Phase 2 exploratory period, I (1r15)

= 7.86t p < .01. There rrrere no s ign i f icant

differences for either the peg or form tasks.

On-task Time during Treatment and Exploration

On-task time was greater dur ing the treatment

per iod t.han t.he expl or at ion per iod, F (I 
'29 ) = 6 . 36 , P

< "05. A significant difference was also found

between tasks F (2,58)= 5.31r p < "0L where the

proportion on-task was greatest for the 'peg task,

followed by t,he form task and finaJ.ly the maze task

( see Table 6 ) .
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During the exploratory period in phase 2 there

rdas a significant task difference, F (2r50) = 4.100 p

< "05 where t.he mean on-task was greater for the pegs

("43), followed by the forms ("42) and finally t.he

mazes (.30) (Table 6) "

Relationship between Competence and the Difference

Score

there þ¡as positive correlation between the

competence score on the pegs and the Bayley MDI, r =

"43, p ( "01, and the forms and the Bayley MDI, r =

,33, p < "05" Correlations between the two competence

measures (competence score and BSfD raw scores) and

the difference score are presented separately for the

three mastery tasks in Table 8.

On the maze task there \¡ras a significant negative

correlation between the Bayley PDI and the difference
score t r_ = -"49, p- < "05 for the experimental group"

There v¡ere no significant correlations for the control
group.

For t.he exper imental group, there were

significant negative correlations between the

competence score and the difference score for the peg

taskø \ =-.46t P < '05, and the form taskry_=-"67,

P. < "01" There was also a negative correlation on the

peg task for the control group, L = -.72r p ( "01.
There was a positive correlation for the competence
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Table I
Correlations of Difference Scores

Score and BayJ_ey Sca1e Scores for
Groups

with the Cønpetence

Experimental and Control

Group

lask
Expe rimental

(n=18)

Control

(!=tg )

Expe rimental
+ Control

( N=36 )

MÀZE
Ccrnpetence
Bayley MDf
Bayley PDI

PEG
Ccrnpet.ence
Bayley MDI
Bayley PDI

FORM
Ccmpetence
Bayley MDI
Bayley PDI

-"41
-.04
-"49*

-"46*
-. 11
-"08

-.67**
- "02
-.28

"29
"05
.06

-.'72t*
- "7 2**
-"47*

.56å*
"29
"4r

-. 33*
-.04
-.23

-.60**
-.49*t
-. 31

-.03
"12
"07
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score and the difference score on the form task' r =

"56, p, < ,01"

The negative correlat.ions between the competence

score and the difference score suggest t.hat the higher

the compeLence level, the lower the difference score.

The positive correlation for the control group on the

form task may be an artifact due to the low initial

scores on the task,

Relationship of Difference Score with Exploration

CorrelaLions between the difference score and the

proportion of goal-directed behaviour indicated no

significant relationships for the experimental group.

A positive relationship was found for the control

group during rnastery motivation Phase I on the maze

tasks E = "62, p < "0I and during competence on the

peg task, L = "48, p. < .05" (See Table 9.)

Relationship of Difference Score with On-task Measures

The relationship of difference scores with

proportion of time on-task was examined for each of

the mastery tasks dur ing compe tence r mastery

motivation (persistence ) o treatment and exploratory

periods in Phases I and 2 (Tab1e l0).

There were no significant correlations found with

any of the on-task nìeasures for either the

experimenbal or control- group on the maze task during

Phase 1" During Phase 2, the difference score was



Table 9

Correlation of Difference Score
Goal-Directed Exploration Host
Experimental and Control Groups

with Proportion of Time
Prominent for

83

Group

Exper imental Control Exper imental
* Control

Task rnLnrn

MAZES
Phase I:

Compe tence
Mastery Mot
TTeatment

Phase 2¿
Mastery Mot
Expl or at ion

PEGS
Phase 1:

Compe tence
Mastery Mot
ïteatment

Phase 2e
Mastery Mot
ExpI or at ion

FORMS
Phase l:

Compe tence
Mastery Mot
lre atment

Phase 2z
Mastery Mot
Explor ation

NAA
l7 -.39
L7 .09

r7 -"19t6 "14

18 -"04
t8 "r2
1g -.19

18 "I218 "26

18 ,ll
18 .05
18 "23

16 -.2016 .28

NAA

ï ':3nn

17 "o215 .16

18 .49*

tl -'1:

l8 .17

NAA

ï "??

18 " 39
L7 .38

NAA

ï 'l:

34 -" t43r "08

36 "23
:: - '0_7-

36 .15
36 -,02

36 - "02T '?2

34 .18
33 .30

' P < .05**P< "olNAa = data unavailable because
nnal -rl iranl'arl halrarri arrr

of lack of variability in



Table 10

Correl at. ion

Phase I and

of Difference Score with

Phase 2 tor Exper imental

B4

Proportion On-t.ask dur ing

and Control Groups

Group

Exper imental Control Exper imental
+ Control

Task rntnrn

¡,1AZES
Phase 1:

Compe tence
Persistence
lreatment

Phase 2z
Persistence
Expl or at ion

PEGS
Phase I:

Compe te nce
Persistence
lTe atme nt

Phase 2z
Persistence
Explor ation

FOR¡{S
Phase 1:

Compe tence
Persistence
Iïe atme nt

Phase 2z
Persistence
Explor ation

"4r
- "2r

.09

t6 "26t6 ,0t

18 .10
18 -"33
18 -.39

18 "1918 "tl

t6 "29t6 "0718 "32

16 -.09
16 ,62*k

.45
" 13

15 "52*15 -.18

18 .15ï -"1:.

18 "3818 "34

18 "36r7 .29

16
l6
I7

15
l5

31 .49**
11 "9:

31 ,35
3t -.05

36 "I2
l: -"!?"

36 ^3236 "23

34 "26:i "?'_

34 "r233 .44**

18 ,03ï "?2

$t

** P
P.

< .05
< ,01
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significantly correlated wit.h

control groupl t = "52On p ( o

no significant correlat ions

gr oup.

persistence for the

05, however there were

for the exper imental

for the

On the peg task, the difference score was

negatively correlated wiLh persistence during Phase 1

for the control groupt y = -.480, p ( .05, and again,

there þ¡ere no significant correlations for the

experimental group. During Phase 2, the difference

score was not significantly correlated with any of the

on-task measures

there were no significant correlations dur ing

Phase I on the form task, but dur ing Phase 2, the

exploratory per iod on-task was significantly
correlated with the difference score

experimental group¡ t = .623, p < .01.

Relationship of GoaI-directed Behavior to On-task

Me asure s

In Table 1l , correlations bet.ween the proportion

of time goal-directed exploration was most prominent

and proportion on-task arg presented for the mastery

t.asks dur ing competence, mastery motivation, treatment

and explorat.ory periods in Phase l- and Phase 2. Some

of the data was unavailable due to a lack of

var iabil ity in the proportion of goal-directed

expl or at ion .



Table It

Correlat.ion of

Dur ing Phase I

Goal-Directed Behaviour with

and Phase 2 for Experimental

86

Proport ion On-task

and Control Groups

Group

Exper ime ntal Control Exper ime ntal
+

Control
NrTask rnrn

MAZE
Phase I:

Compe tence
Persistence
ïTe atme nt

Phase 2z
Persistence
Expl or at ion

PEGS
Phase 1:

Compe tence
Persistence
l're atme nt

Phase 2z
Persistence
ExpI or at ion

FORMS
Phase I:

Compe te nce
Persistence
Tre atment

Phase 2t
Persistence
ExpIor at ion

L7 "0517 "26L7 "61**

16 "2516 .53*

rg .45*
18 "3918 ,05

t8 -.32l8 "52*

l8 "3718 "3018 "39

16 "4416 "27

NAA

1:

I5
t5

NAA

:1'

"26.41

"29
"-:,

.22
"08

NAA

::t

-.L5
.46*

35
35

"05
"_?r

"24
"45**

36

1:
18

1:

18
18

36
36

3l
31

33
33

" 3g*
,r-?

- "02
"30

" 3g*
':1.

.14

.36*

NAA

1:

l7
I7

36
36

.P
**P < .05

< ,01
data unavailable

goal-d irected
because of lack of variabitity in

behaviour "

NAa =
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Dur ing Phase I on the maze task ' there was a

significant pos i t ive re I at ionsh ip be twee n

goal-directed behaviour and on-task during treaLmenL

(exper imental group only) u r = .6I, P < "0I" there

were no other relat.ionships for the exper imental or

control groups during Phase 1. During Phase 2, there

hras a significant correlation between goal-directed

behaviour and on-task during the exploratory period

for the experimental group, y_ = .53, p < .05"

For the peg task, there was a significant

correlat.ion between goal-directed behaviour and

on-task during competence for the experimental groupt

r = "45 t P ( .05, dur ing Phase I . There vtere no

significant correlations for the control group"

Dur ing Phase 2, there t¡ras a signif icant dif ference

between goal-directed behaviour and on-task dur ing

exploration for the experimental group, t_ = "52, P <

,05. There were no significant correlations for the

control group"

On the form task, there were no significant

correlations for the exper iment.al or control groups

dur ing Phase L. Dur ing Phase 2, goal-directed

behaviour was significantty correlated wit.h

explorationt ! = .46, p < .05 for the control group'
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CHAPÎER IV

DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to investigate the

effect of exploration on cccnpetence during the presentation

of mastery motivation tasks" Researchers in the area of

explorat,ory behaviour have Índicated t.hat free exploration

of task materials can result in increased ccrnpetence on

problem-solving tasks (Cheyne & Rubin, 1983). The maze

task used in the present study is a similar type of

problem-solving task and results suggested that bot.h the

experimental and control groups shor.¡ed the highest increase

in ccmpetence on the mazes among the three tasks. The

other two tasksr pegs and formsn reguire fine motor and

discriminatory abilities, respectivelyo However, contrary

to what was expected, the control group showed a higher

increment of Iearning on all three tasks suggesting that

this increase in ccrnpetence on the maze task may be a task

characteristic rather than a treatment. effect. Given that

the extended exploration had no apparent influence on

increasing conpetence for . the experimental group, other

f act.ors have been explored including initial ccrnpetence,

type of explorationo on-task time, and fatigue effects"
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fnfluence of Init.ial Ccnnpet.ence Level on the Difference

Score

The ccrnpetence leve1 on the mastery motivation tasks

measured abil,ities similar to the BayLey ScaIes of Infant

Development as indicated by the significant correLation
(,48 ) across the tasks (Fung , 1984 ) . The initial

ccrnpetence leve1 shou¡n by the children may be a f act.or in

deriving a valid difference score. When moving through the

tasks frcen template to template the incremental gain as

templates beccsne more ccrnplex may not be equivalent" The

relationship of inÍtial ccrnpetence and the difference

score, though relatívely tenuous¡ suggests that the higher

the ccrnpetence leve1, the less the increase in ccrnpetence

follæring the mastery motivation period. A posit.ive

correlation on the form task in which they proceeded

through the fewest templates would appear to be consistent

with this argument. If this interpretation is correctu

then the elemental weightings should be reconsidered with

the possibility of higher weighting of the more ccrnplex

elements, and higher weighting of an element. on a more

conplex template than the addition of the same element on a

less ccnnplex template "

Influence of Type of Exploration on Difference Score

MacTurk¡ €t aI ¡ ( 1985) have suggested that it is
important t.o consider mastery behaviours in a hierarchical
organization frcm relatively simple exploration to



goal-directed behaviouL"
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Thís parall.els research on

exploratory behaviours which are seen to follow a

developmental sequence that is aLso related to cognitive

development (McCallo L974; Belsky and Most, 1981). For the

current studyo exploration was conceptualized as being

either non-goal directed or goal-directed in an at.tempt to
capture this concept of a hierarchical organization of

behavi ours. The results, although tentative¡ suggest that

the control group was more goal-directed than the

experimental group during Phase l. Àn exptanation for this
can be found in the work by Berlyne ( 1960 ) that

incorporates the concept of optimal leve1 of stimulation in

a drive-reduction model. This model suggests that when a

need is satisfiedr the drive is reduced. In the present

study, continued prcmpting for the experimental Eroup may

have been perceived by the child as a negative reinforcer
once the child had fuIfilled the need to explore the

task, These factors¡ in ccnnbinationo were greater for the

experimental than the control group.

The results also indicated scrne relationship between

the difference score and goal-directed explorat.ion for the

control group on t.he maze task. these f indingso although

weakr âr€ similar to the work by MacTurk and his associates

of a hierarchicaÌ organization of behaviours. ft is also

interesting to note that the maze task was a

problem-solving task which has been identified in the
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exploration research frcrn as far back as Harlow (1950) as

the kind of task that elicited the behaviours later
identified by l{hite ( 1959 ) as indicating effectance

motivation. similarly, research in the area of exploration
indicates that. the chance to explore resuLts in greater

ccrnpetence on problem-solving tasks (smith & Dutton, 1981;

Cheyne & Rubin, 1983 ) " On-tasko but non-goal-direct.ed

behaviour did not appear to have any effect on the

difference score"

Infl.uence of On-task Time on the Difference Score

On-task time included goal-directed and task-directed
behavi our which is not necessarily goal-directed "

Persistence for Yarrow and his associates is defined as

on-task behaviour which includes both goal-directed and

non-goal directed, but task-directed behaviour. This is a

measure of time during which the child is engaged in the

task " Persistence is considered to be the main measure of

mastery motivation and researchers have identified a

positive relationship between persistence and ccrnpetence on

mastery motivat.ion tasks (Yarrow¡ êt a1, 1982). fn the

present study, correlations of the difference score and

on-task measures on the peg task were negatively related
which suggests that the longer the child was on-task, the

1æer the dif ference score f or both the experimental and

control groups. The reason f or this may reLate to t.he

differences in the nature of the task" In contrast to the
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maze task where there is only one manipulandum, the formo

and in particularo t.he peg task consisted of a number of

pieces which courd be explored in non-goal defined ways

such as st.acking, lining and rorlíng. This provided the

child with an opportunity to engage in other behaviours

that would extend the on-task time but not necessarily lead

Èo the discovery of the task solution as identified by the

examt ne r " For FlacTurk and his associates such

non-goar-directed behaviour falls lov¡er in the hierarchy.
Although the

expl orat ory

concept of hierarchicatly organized

behaviour would suggest that this
non-goal-directed behaviour contributes to ccrnpetence, the

data frcm this study was not adequate to draw any

conclusions of this nature"

Fatique Effects
Though a fatigue effect rdas not obtained for order of

presentation of tasks during phase I or phase 2, on-task

times during Phase 2 were significantly lø¡er than phase

l. This suggests that there was a fatigue effect over the

total session, but that across tasks during a phase there

was not a differential effect" The reduced on-task times

during Phase 2 may have been rerated to the break period

between Phase r and Phase 2, although the length of the

break times did not correlate with the difference score.
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Characteristics of the Mast.erv Task

As described in the review of literature, the mastery

motívation tasks used in the current study differed in scrne

respects frcsn those used in previous research (Morgan &

Harmono 1984)" The major differences between the t.asks

used in this study with other research are t.hat the task

goal is ccnnmon both within and across the mast.ery

motivation tasks, the type of cognitive ability reguired to
cornplete the t.ask remains constant as the task beccmes more

difficult., and the goal is established by the examiner for
the child.

The mastery motivation tasks were designed to measure

three areas of abílity: problem solving (mazes), fine motor

(pegs ) , and form discrimination ( forms ) " Results on

ccrnpetence level o on-task, and exploration measures

indicated significant differences between t,he tasks

suggesting that t.he tasks were measuring differenL

abilities "

There Ís sorne indication that on the maze tasko the

children could readily identify the established goal o

howeverr on the peg and form tasks, the established goal

was not necessarily that which the child had identified as

being the goal. This was due to the design of the tasks

relative to the nature of the ability area being measured.

On the maze tasko t,here rdas virtually nothing f or the child

to work at ot.her than the achievement of the gæ1, whereas
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the peg and form t,asks offered an opport.unity for the

children to engage in behaviours that ldere not. necessarily
goal-direct.ed even if the chird was on-task" This is
reflected in the significantly higher proportion of
goal-directed exploration during periods of on-task for the

mazes, even though the on-task times k¡ere significantry
higher for the pegs and forms than for the mazes.

Results arso indicated significant differences in the

ccrnpetence level on the three tasks where the form task was

lor¡er than the maze and pegs. rt was evident t.hat the

children were oft.en unable to succeed beyond the traíning
temprate suggesting that the form task nay require a level
of cognitive and motor functioning that t.he children are

just reaching at 18 nonths.

Evaluation of Procedure and Measures

the procedure was developed t.hrough the work of the

Colorado group. Morgan and Harmon (1984) suggest that
mastery motivation is best measured in a test-like
situat.ion where a child is independently engaged in a

t,ask" They have def ined ccrnpetence as success on tasks and

mastery motivation as the time a chitd is task-directed"
TheÍr procedure suggests that a child be timed during a

mastery session and allcn¡¿ed to work only a specif ied number

of minutes" For the purposes'of this studyu the child was

encouraged, Èhrough the use of prcmp'us, Èo continue

working on a task beyond ccrnpetence to facilitate an
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opportunity to explore the tasks furLher" The procedure

was developed in an attempt to have a chitd-paced session

as opposed to a time-based session. Hoerevery it appears

f rcrn the results that. scnne of the same ef fects f ound using

a time-based procedure were evident in t.he current study

and that. they þrere enhanced in the treatment group where

the children responded less well" It may be necessary to
use the childrs behaviour as the indicatory that s/he is
finished a task to determine the end of the task. This

would be a qualitative rather than a quantitative
( time-based ) measure. ft was evident. during the session

when a child began to beccrne disinterested in a task" They

would begin to fidget in the chair, turn away frcrn the

taskr push the task box away, throvr the task materials and

shake their heads and say 'no'. Further research would

benefit. frcsn identifying t.hese behaviours so that the

procedure would be child-driven right to the point that the

child is finished with a task.

fn addítion to t.he childts refusal behaviouro it was

observed that children began showing less interest in the

task by beccming less task-directed and going off-t.ask more

f requently " This ldâs also reflected in the proportion of

goal-directed behaviour while on-task where the longer the

child worked on the task, the less goal-directed they

were, McCall (personal ccnnmunicationo 1984) has suggested

that a child may experience feelings of efficacy assocíated
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ldith mastery motivation when working the hardest on the

t.asks. Further study on measures of mastery motivation

could include the examination of off-task times relative to
on-task time as relevant indicator of when children are

finding themselves in a period of greatest difficulty with

a task"

An attempt rdas also made to separate ccrnpetence f rcnn

mastery motivation so that the constructs could be measured

as independently as possible. However, it is evident frcm

the results on the ccrnpetence level and difference score

that this þras not entirely successful, There was a

significant. difference in ccrnpetence level where the

experimental group had a higher level than the control
groupo however the difference score reflected greater

increases in ccrnpetence for the control group than the

experimental group,

An explanation for these results may b€ found in a

procedural difficulty in separating ccrnpetence and mastery

moL ivat i on " For the experimental group ¡ à child was

allo¿ed to work on a task until all f ive prcnnpts had been

gtven " If a child worked beyond the second pronpt but

ccnrpleted the task bef ore the f ift.h prcmpt was given, then

they were still allowed to carry on to the next trial.
Thus the ccmpetence period for the experimental group could

feasibly include trials where the child had worked to just

before the final prcrnpt !ùas given. Hæ¡everr for the
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control groupo this was not possible because a child was

only allowed to work up t.o the second prcrnpt bef ore having

the hatch released by the examiner. This resulted in the

experimental group having an increased opportunity to
explore the tasks during what was identified as a

ccrnpetence peri od " This suggests that the ccrnpetence

measure was being confounded with the mastery mot.ivation

measures.

rn an attempt to clear up scgne of the confound between

the ccrnpetence and mast.ery motivation periods so as to get

a cleaner ccnnpetence measure, ccrnpetence data was obtained

frcrn scores collected by Annie Fung ( 1984 ) on the same

group of subjects. Re-analysis using these scores

indicated no significant difference in ccrripetence level
between the experimental and control groups, however, the

experimental group stiIl had a higher level than the

control " The difference score was also re-analyzed using

the Fung (1984) ccwrpetence score to derive the phase I
Performance Score. Results indicated no significant
differences, however, the control group still shoÂ¡ed

greater gains fron Phase I to Phase 2 which is consistent

with t.he f indings of this study "

A,nalysis of Data

A difference score t{as used to determine increase in
ccmpetence frcm Phase I to Phase 2, There ís scxne

controversy as to whether the gain score is a more accurat.e
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in perf ormance than t.he use of analysis

of covariance (Hucko Cormier, and Bounds o I974') " Because

t.here ldas not the expected change in ccrnpet.ence found,

performance scores frcs'n Phase 1 and Phase 2 were also

examined using Analyses of Covariance where the ccnrpet.ence

level before treatment was the covariate, These analyses

yielded essentially the same resuLts as obtained through

the use of difference scores suggesting that the use of

ANCOVA instead of the difference score would not have

provided a stronger presentat.ion of the results.
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Conclusi ons

In conclusiono the resuLts of this study did not

indicate t.hat an increased opportunity to explore task

materials results in an increase in ccrnpetence on tasks.

This is contrary to research found in the exploration

Iiterature (Smith and Dutton, 1981; Cheyne and Rubin,

1983), hcxøever as discussedu procedural factors including

the use of the prcmpting seguence, and the difficulty in

separating indices of ccrnpetence frcrn indices of mastery

motivation may have influenced the results.

While the results h'ere not as expected, there þrere scgne

important observations concerning the procedure that are

particularly relevant to further research Ín the area of

mastery motivation. The procedure in t.his study q¡as

desÍgned so that the session was child-based rather than

t ime-based . The use of a prcmpting sequence was not

entirely successful in this application, hcx*ever, it

appears as though the use of child-based measures has

merit. Further research should focus on refining the

procedure so that the childrs behaviour beccmes the focus

in determining the pace of the session.

lùhile there were difficul-ties in separating ccmpetence

frccrì mastery motivationo again it seems wort,hwhile to

consider the separation of these measures in further
^-^L L^ ^--Lt^ L,^L^--.:^..-- ;-ù^i '-'.:aL ^-^h Ia haI-E:ÞEcrI-u¡r LL, çl¡cl¡..rIE LrEtlavrLJL¡I-Ð crÞÐu|v¡qus\f wrLì¡ çav¡¡ Lv vç

studied separately,
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Finallyo the measures of exploration used in this study

were not fine enough t,o drar,r any solid conclusions

concerning a hierarchy of exploration. A suggestion for
furt.her research would be to use ccrnputer equipment in the

transcription of data frcsn videot.apes that can identify
changes in behaviour in the order the changes happen for a

more accurate description of child behaviour.
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APPENDIX A

Letter to Parents



,ø'%
@i

{t&åffiflr*
FACU!.TY OF HUM,TN ECOLOCY

Dcpartrncnt of Family Srudies

L09

Vinoipcg. Mani¡oba
C¡n¡d¡ RIT 2N2

tzÉ\ 471-9221

THE UNIVERSITY OF M,{N¡TOBA

January 20, t9B4

Dear ParenEs:

As parenÈs and as professfonals worklng wlth children, lte are
rnuCually ÍnCerested !n supporEing oP¡l-tral developmenË in our children'
I.Ie wanÈ then Co develop conPetencles that wLll enable them to lfve
productfve and fulfitltng lfves. In recen¡ years researchers fn the
area of chtld development have been asking some very basic quesÈfons'
not sf¡nply about chfldrs level of development, but also abouÈ hor¿ a

child fndl-cates that s/he wanËs to t¡ork on developtng skflls and how

our response affecÈs hls/her achfeveEenc of thf-s goal'

In respect Èo thfs laÈÈer Point' nauely' how a very young child
ÍndfcaÈes sThe ts working on and want6 to learn skllls, we have several
tasks r¡hich are basl-cally toys the chfldren can PIay wLth, that lndicate
Èhey rnay be approprfately used for continued research in¡o how lre can

",tppo.t-a 
chflãts optfmal developgent. To Èest these tasks for

appropriaËeness and feasfbttfty ln thls area of research, and to reflne
the¡n for ¡oore effectÍve use, ú¡e are lnvfting you wtlh your child to
parËf.cfpate 1n our current research proJect. For this proJect we will
be focusinB uPon children $tho are lB nonths of age'

If you choose to part.fcipate in our research project., the fnvolve-
ment of you and yo,rt .hlld would fnclude a vlsit by us to your home and a

vlstt by you wlth your chfld to Èhe Departroent of Family Studfes at Èhe

Unfversity of Hanltoba. The vfsl-t to your home r,¡l1l be approximaCely
one hour. lJe wl-|I brLng 6o¡¡e toys wlth us thaË wlll assisÈ us in becomlng

acqualnted s¡lth your chlld. During thfs Cfne we ç¡l1l ask you to respond

to two short questionnafres.

Your visfÈ stlth your chfld to fhe Chtld Development LaboraËorles

of Farntly Studfes w1ll be approxinately one-half hour' Durlng ÈhÍs tlme

we wlll give your chfld a 6erl'es of three Èable Sanes' I'tre ask thaÈ you

be c{f.th yorrt ttffd throughout the half-hour aesafon' For the purpose of
pi."i"" änd accurate data coll-ecÈ1on, the entire 6eBslon wlll be vLdeo-

t;;;;. In addtrion Èo rny6elf, the only Persons r¿ho wlll have access Èo

2
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Ëhese vfdeoËapes are rr¡y research asstst.ants. If ft !s Judged that 6eg-

¡¡¡ent6 of the vfdeotape would be valuable Èo conËlnued research fn this
areae I r¡fII conÈact you for permfssLon to edlt out, and retafn thJ
speclffc segEenE. Except for speclflc perrofssion obtalned fron you for
edlted reEenEfon of segmenÈs, all videoCaPed records r¿ill be erased afEer

data has been recorded.

To protect your conffdentfality, yours and your chtld's nane will
be deleËed fron tll t""otds and ç¡ill be substituted by a nondescrfpÈ

code.

He have all seen how eager childreno as young as f'nfanÈs' are to
learn. We also know they need our help. As an educaËor, I an specifi-
cally fnÈeres¡ed ln knov¡ing when and how we can uost effectively asslsÈ

chfldren fn learnfng new "ti11" 
and to suPPort Èhen in developing their

potential. IÈ ls for Èhls reason that I fnvlte your cooPeration 8nd

partfcipat,l_on ln ÈhÍs research proJecÈ" [Je knot¡ you, as Parencs' are

sf-rnflarly fnÈerested and, thereiore, we wlll certainly share the flnd-
fngs from chis proJect ç¡íth you uPon lts conpletfon'

If you are ç¡Llling to Partfcl-PaÈe fn thfs research proJect t¡lth
your chii-d, kfndly indicate by signlng the a¡tached consenÈ foru and

returnfng tt in the enclosed, self-addressed envelope. If you agree to
parÈÍcfpate, one of rny research assfsÈants (Harle Betournay, Annfe Fung'

ãr Nancy Lyon) r¡-ll1 telephone you several çeeks l-n advance of your

chltdts-approachlng 18 uonths of age to arrange tfEes convenfent to you

for the l¡ome and lab vlsies.

SfncereLY Yours'

LoÍs H" Brockman
Professor of Hunan DeveloPnent

Lu3/dah

Enclosure

P.S. If you knoç¡ of anyone whose chtld fs Eurnlng 18 nonths beËween the

EonÈhs of January and Aprflo 1984, and who nay be ÍnÈerested ln
thfs proJec!" could you please ask then to contacÈ us at 474-9225'
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CONSTNT TO PARTICIPATE

I agree co parcicfpaË.e wiËh oy chlld,

fn Che research proJecC describcd in Dr. Brockoanrs cover leÈËer' I

understand thac lnforoation obCained t.hrough Chls Projecc ç¡iIl be

respecred as confÍdencial. If, at any tine followfng Èhis consento

I çrtsh to ç'fChdrau fron Che research proJecCo I am free to do so"

My child's bfrchdaËe is
(nonch, day, year)

Da Èe

Address

Phone Number
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APPENDIX B

Presentation Order of the MasterY

Motivation Tasks
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APPENDIX C

t'lastery Þlotivat i on Tasks
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Ffgure 2. Maze Task LL6

Trainíng Maze

Half-Y Ìfaze

T-Maze

2 Cholce Points

Y-l4aze 5 Cholce PoinÈs



Figure 3" Peg Taek
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Figure 4" Form Dlscrlmlnation Task
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APPENDIX D

Bayley ScaIes of Infant Development

(Items f rcsn 14-25 month range)



Notes 1,20

H, - Cubes

I ) Tower -

Nunber
of cubes

(119, t43o t6l)

2) Trafn * (154)

3) Concept of on = (162)

0 = Pegs (tt8, 123, 134, 156)

Trlal /ll Trtal- ll2 Trial /13

Time =

R = Blue Board (t21, I29, 142, 155, 159, 160)

Round blocks placed 1n =

Square blocks placed ln *

Îfune for task conpletion =

S = Pfnk Board (120, L37, l5l)otra
Reversed

I.l = Broken DolI (133, 140, 153)

l) Mends narglnally

2) Mends approxfnately

3) Mends exactly

Þl * Paper and Crayon (125, 135, 147, 157)

l) Inttate crayon stroke

2) DffferentLates scrfbble from stroke

3) Inlt.ates 6trokes

4) Folds PaPer



NoÈes
T2L

U - Doll

I ) Follows

Chair

2) PofnÈs

Halr

Ears

Feet

directlons ( I 26)

Cub Handkerchlef

to Parts on doII (I28)

Mout.hEyes

Hands Nose

G3 = Observe or ask roother for

1) uses words to make wants

11) sentences of two vrords

the following:

known

V = Plctures (130,

Names
Dog

Shoe

cuP

House

Clock

Flag

Star

Leaf

Purse

Book

r32, 139, l4l, 148, 149)

Points

T = Nanlng of

BaIl

objects (I24'

Scfssors

138, t 46)

PencllWatch

cup



Notee IZ2

X - DlscrfnlnaÈton (144' 152)

Cup Plate BoI

Y = Names l{aEch (t 45, 150)

5th plcture_ 3rd Plcture

4th picture 2nd plcture

Z - Prepositions (cups, cubes, chair)

On In Under

Attains toy wíth stick

Finds 2 objeets (I3I)

Trial I 2 3

Rabbit

Ball



Notes
12J

Throw ball ( 48)

Y * (47, 57, 7l)

l) stands uP - rolls onto storn¡ch

2) stands up - turns to one slde

3) stands up - to slftlng Positlon

tr = (49, 50)

I ) walks sldeways

2) walks backward

Y = (51, 52, 58, 60)

l) stand on right foot

2) stands on left foot

Alone l.fith HeIp

N = Stalrs (53, 54, 64, 66)

lJith Help Both Feet
(alone)

l) r¿alks upstalrs

2) walks dorvnstaÍrs

O = tlalklng Board (55, 56, 62, 67)

t ) trles to stand on walkl-ng board

2) walks with one foot on walklng board

3) walking board - stands wfth both feet

4) walking board - atteEPts griP

P _ (59)

Junps off floor - both feet



Notes

a

l)

2)

3)

llalkf ng

walks

r¡alks

walks

On Line

on llne -

on tlp toe

backward -

(6t, 65, 68)

general dlrectlon

- few steps

Èen feet

f,=

l)

2>

Junps

Junps

Junps

(63,69)

frorn botEoE steP

from second sÈeP
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APPENDIX E

Code Sheet for Data Transcription of

Childrs Behaviour f rcnr the Videot.ape
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APPENDIX F

Interobserver ReliabititY on

Child!s Behaviour
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Appendix F

SummarY of Interobserver RelÍabilit'Y on Child¡s Behaviour

Behaviour Measures
aPercent'age of

Agreement

l'lAZES:

Exploration most Prominent

ToLaI Task tine bY trial

Performance leveI bY trial

PEGS:

ExPloration most' Prominent

Total Task time bY trial

Performance tevel bY trial

FORI4S:

Exploration nosL Prominent

Total Task time bY trial

Performance level bY trial

88

83

93

94

94

100

83

83

100

â P"r.entage of Agreement = '


